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Magnetic Order versus Superconductivity in the Iron-based
La(O1-xFx)FeAs Systems
Condensed Matter
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T

he recent discovery of superconductivity in the rareearth (R) iron-based oxide systems [RO1-xFxFeAs and
(Ba, Sr, Ca)Fe2As2] opens a new field because these materials
are the first oxide superconductors not containing copper
with transition temperatures (Tc) exceeding 50 K. The
parent (non-superconducting) LaOFeAs material is metallic
but shows anomalies near 150 K in resistivity, dc magnetic
susceptibility, and specific heat, while optical conductivity
and theoretical calculations suggest that these anomalies are
caused by the development of a spin-density-wave magnetic
order. In the high-transition temperature (high-Tc) copper
oxides it is generally believed that antiferromagnetism plays a
fundamental role in the superconducting mechanism because
superconductivity occurs when mobile ‘electrons’ or ‘holes’
are doped into the parent antiferromagnetic Mott insulator
compounds, and the question naturally arises whether the
superconductivity in these two classes of materials have a
common origin.

The present neutron measurements demonstrate that LaOFeAs
undergoes an abrupt structural transition below ≈ 150 K,
distorting the tetragonal crystal symmetry, and this is the origin
of the transport anomalies in these systems. However, the
structural transition is closely followed by the development of
long range spin-density-wave-type antiferromagnetic order at
≈ 137 K. The ordered moment is quite small, indicating that the
magnetism is itinerant in nature, but with a simple commensurate
magnetic structure. Doping the system with fluorine suppresses
both the magnetic order and structural distortion in favor of
superconductivity. Therefore, much like high-Tc copper oxides,
the superconducting regime in these Fe-based materials occurs in
close proximity to a long-range ordered antiferromagnetic ground
state.
Neutron diffraction was employed to study samples of
polycrystalline non-superconducting LaOFeAs and
superconducting La(O1-xFx)FeAs with x = 0.08 (Tc = 26 K) [1].

FIGURE 1: Temperature dependence of the (2,2,0) structure reflection. Left: The diffraction intensity profile in the inset shows that the angle
dependence of the (2,2,0)T reflection abruptly splits into two peaks [(4,0,0)O and (0,4,0)O, (O denotes orthorhombic)] as a function of temperature.
The graph shows the data at 175 K, and in the ground state at 4 K. A structural transition has occurred from the high temperature structure with
tetragonal symmetry to orthorhombic symmetry (Cmma). The right plot shows the intensity (red symbols) at the peak position for the tetragonal peak,
which decreases rapidly below the transition at 155 K as the peak positions move apart. The fitted peak positions (blue and green symbols) are also
shown, and indicate the abrupt nature of the transition.
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FIGURE 2: Temperature dependence of the order parameter for the strongest (1,0,3) magnetic reflection. Data were obtained in diffraction mode using the
position-sensitive detector. The solid curve is a simple fit to mean field theory, which indicates that the order develops at a Néel temperature of TN = 137(3)
K. The figure on the right shows the antiferromagnetic structure of the system, giving a √2aT ×√2aT ×2cT magnetic unit cell. All the magnetic structures for
this class of materials have antiparallel spins along the a direction and parallel spins along the b direction, with a > b and the spin direction along a. Both the
magnetic and structural transitions are absent in superconducting La(O1-xFx)FeAs (Tc = 26 K).

At 170 K detailed refinements of the data obtained on BT-1
show that the crystal structure belongs to the expected tetragonal
P4/nmm space group. Upon cooling to 4 K, the (2,2,0) reflection
that has a single peak at 170 K splits into two peaks as shown
in Fig. 1. This immediately demonstrates that a structural phase
transition has occurred. The symmetry of the low temperature
phase can be described by an orthorhombic Cmma space group
with (approximate) unit cell √2aT ×√2aT ×cT (the subscript T
refers to the tetragonal parent cell). The detailed temperature
dependent data shown in Fig. 1 reveal that there is an abrupt
splitting of the (2,2,0) peak that occurs at ≈ 155 K. These
results thus indicate that the non-superconducting system has a
structural phase transition and this phase transition is associated
with the observed resistivity and specific heat anomalies. Since a
similar splitting of the (2,2,0) peak is absent in superconducting
La(O0.92F0.08)FeAs, one can safely assume that this transition is
suppressed with the appearance of superconductivity in
La(O1-xFx)FeAs via fluorine doping.
We now turn to the search for magnetic order in the undoped
system. The magnetic scattering is expected to be quite weak,
and we therefore carried high-intensity/coarse resolution
measurements on BT-7 to search for spin-density-wave magnetic
order in LaOFeAs. The data revealed that there are extra peaks
in the low temperature diffraction pattern that are simply related
to the chemical unit cell. Indexing these reflections indicates
that these magnetic peaks arise from a simple stripe-type
antiferromagnetic structure of Fe moments with a magnetic cell
√2aT ×√2aT ×2cT as indicated in Fig. 2. To see if the observed
magnetic scattering at low temperature in LaOFeAs is associated
with the 150 K phase transition, we carried out a measurement

of the strongest magnetic peak. Figure 2 shows the temperature
dependence of the square of the ordered magnetic moment
(proportional to the magnetic intensity), which vanishes at
≈ 137 K, about ≈ 18 K lower than the structural phase transition
(Fig. 1). That the magnetic order is established at lower
temperatures than the structural distortion is quite surprising.
Normalizing the magnetic intensity to the nuclear scattering,
we find an ordered Fe moment in the ground state of 0.36(5) µB.
The small value of the moment suggests that this is an itinerant
electron (band) magnetic. Finally, we note that an identical
scan in the superconducting La(O0.92F0.08)FeAs shows that this
magnetic peak is absent. Therefore, the resistivity anomaly
in the parent compound is caused by structural distortion,
not spin-density-wave ordering as originally suggested, while
both transitions are suppressed when the system is doped into
the superconducting regime. The disappearance of the static
antiferromagnetic order and the lattice distortion in the doped
superconducting materials suggests that the underlying physical
properties of this class of superconductors may have important
similarities to the high-Tc copper oxides. In any event, there is
no doubt that this new class of materials will open new avenues
of research regardless of the origin for the electron pairing and
superconductivity.
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Competing Magnetic Interactions, Frustration, and the
Structural Phase Transition in LaOFeAs
Condensed Matter

T. Yildirim1

T

he layered rare-earth iron-pnictide quaternary
oxides ROFeAs (R = La, Ce, Sm, etc.) exhibit
superconductivity up to a transition temperature (TC) of 55 K
when doped with either electrons (O1-xFx) or holes (La1-xSrx)
[1]. This marks the first non-copper based oxides that, like
the cuprates, superconduct at relatively high temperatures
upon electron and hole doping of their non-superconducting
parent compounds. Clearly, understanding the electronic,
magnetic, and structural properties of the parent compound
LaOFeAs is key to determining the underlying mechanism
that makes these materials superconduct upon electron/hole
doping.
Experimental studies including resistivity and magnetic
susceptibility show an anomaly near 150 K in LaOFeAs
[1]. The origin of this anomaly has been very recently
determined by neutron scattering studies [2]. It has been
found that LaOFeAs exhibits spin-density-wave (SDW)
antiferromagnetic long-range ordering with a small moment
(0.35 µB per Fe) followed by a small structural distortion [2].
Even though the SDW ordering was predicted from Fermi
surface nesting, there is no proposed microscopic theory that
explains the origin of the observed structural distortion. It is
also not clear if the magnetic and structural phase transitions
are related to each other. Finally, given the fact that both the
cuprates and LaOFeAs exhibit antiferromagnetic ordering,
one wonders how strong and what kind of magnetic spinfluctuations are present in the two dimensional (2D) Fesquare lattice of LaOFeAs.
Very recently, from accurate all-electron density functional
calculations we have answered some of these questions
[3]. We considered a √2x√2-supercell of the primitive cell
of LaOFeAs (see Fig.1). In order to determine the true
ground state, we have considered four different cases. These
are non-magnetic (NM), ferromagnetic (F) and the two
different antiferromagnetic spin configurations shown in
Fig.2. The first one of the antiferromagnetic configurations
is AF1 where the nearest neighbor spins are antiparallel to
each other. The second antiferromagnetic configuration, AF2,
is shown in Fig. 2b. In AF2 the Fe spins along the square

diagonal are aligned antiferromagnetically. This is the stripephase recently observed [2]. The AF2 spin configuration can be
considered as two interpenetrating simple square AF sublattices
(red and blue sublattices in Fig. 2b). We note that since each Fe
ion is at the middle of a square AF lattice, the mean field at each
spin site is zero. Hence one sublattice can be rotated freely with
respect to the other sublattice without costing any energy. For this
reason the AF2 spin-configuration is fully frustrated.

FIGURE 1: The crystal structure of LaOFeAs (left) and the top view of the
FeAs-plane and the relations between primitive and √2x√2-supercell used
in our calculations. The dark and light shaded areas indicate the As atoms
below and above the Fe-square lattice, respectively.

FIGURE 2: Two antiferromagnetic configurations considered in this study.

In order to determine which spin configurations among NM,
F, AF1, and AF2, is the ground state, we have carried out total
energy calculations as a function of Fe-magnetic moment. Our
results are summarized in Fig. 3. The zero of energy is taken as
the M = 0 case (i.e., NM calculation). From Fig. 3, it is clear that
LaOFeAs has only one magnetic ground state which is AF2. The
Ferro spin-configuration always results in the highest energy,
regardless the Fe-magnetic moment. Similarly, AF1 ordering
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always yields energies higher than the NM case. For the AF2
ordering, we see that the energy minimum occurs near the fixed
moment calculation with M = 1µB. Repeating calculations where
magnetization is not fixed, we obtained the optimum magnetic
moment as M = 0.87µB per Fe. As we discuss below in detail, the
Fe magnetic moment is further reduced almost by a half when the
structure is allowed to distort due to AF2 stripe ordering.
In order to gain a better insight into the nature of the magnetic
interactions present in Fe-square lattice of the LaOFeAs system,
we map the calculated total energies of the F, AF1 and AF2
configurations shown in Fig. 3a to a simple Heisenberg like
model. For fully localized spin-systems this is a perfect thing to
do but for the case of LaOFeAs this is only an approximation.
Nevertheless, the calculated Js should be a good indication of the
magnetic interactions present in the system. Fig. 3b shows J1 and
J2 obtained from the energies of the F, AF1 and AF2 at given
magnetic moment. It is clear that both J1 and J2 are quite large
and positive (i.e., antiferromagnetic). J2 is always larger than J1/2
and therefore the AF2 structure is the only ground state for any
given moment of the Fe ion. By looking at the exchange paths for
J1 and J2, we notice that the Fe-As-Fe angle is around 75o and
120 o for nn and nnn Fe-pairs, respectively. Hence it makes
sense that the 2nd nn exchange interaction is as strong as the
nn exchange because the angle is closer to the optimum value of
180o. It is quite surprising and also very interesting that there
are strong and competing antiferromagnetic interactions in the
LaOFeAs system that results in a totally frustrated AF2 spin
configuration.

FIGURE 3: Left: The total energy per Fe atom versus magnetic moment for
F, AF1 and AF2 spin-configuration, indicating AF2 is the only ground state
of the system. Right: The magnetic interactions for nn and nnn Fe ions
obtained from the energies of F, AF, and AF2 configurations.

We next discuss the implication of the magnetically frustrated
AF2 configuration on the structural distortion recently observed
by neutron scattering [2]. Fig. 4 shows the total energy of the
AF2 spin configuration as a function of the γ angle. When
γ = 90o, we have the original tetragonal cell. Once γ deviates from
90o, the original √2x√2-structure (shown as a dashed line) is no
longer tetragonal but orthorhombic (i.e., the cell lengths along
the a and b axes are no longer equal). The total energy versus γ
plot shown in Fig.4 clearly indicates that the structure is indeed
distorted with γ = 91.0o, which is in good agreement with the

experimental value of 90.3o. From the all-electron method we get
M = 0.48µB which is in excellent agreement with the experimental
value of 0.35µB. The net energy gain by the structural distortion
is about 12 meV per cell, which is of the same order as the
temperature at which this phase transition occurs. We also
considered two types of AF2 where the spins along the short axis
are aligned parallel or antiparallel. These two configurations are no
longer equivalent. According to our calculations the configuration
in which the spins are ordered parallel along the short-axis is the
ground state. We note that it should be possible to determine
the exact spin-configuration from neutron powder diffraction.
Finally, we note that the other spin configurations including the
non-magnetic case do not yield structural distortion. Therefore,
the experimentally observed structural distortion is due to only
AF2 stripe ordering.

FIGURE 4: The total energy per cell versus the angle γ for NM, F, AF1
and AF2 spin-configurations. Note that only the AF2 spin configuration
yields structural distortion. The inset shows that as γ increases, the
ferromagnetically aligned Fe ions (i.e., Fe1-Fe2) get closer while the
antiferromagnetically aligned ions (i.e., Fe1-Fe3) move apart.

In conclusion, from first-principles fixed spin moment calculations
we show that ferromagnetic and checkerboard antiferromagnetic
(AFM) ordering in LaFeAsO are not stable and the stripe AFM
configuration with M(Fe) = 0.48µB is the only stable ground
state. The main exchange interactions between Fe ions are large,
antiferromagnetic and frustrated. The stripe AFM phase breaks
the tetragonal symmetry, removes the frustration, and causes
a structural distortion. These results successfully explain the
magnetic and structural phase transitions in LaOFeAs recently
observed by neutron scattering. The presence of competing strong
antiferromagnetic exchange interactions suggest that magnetism
and superconductivity in doped LaOFeAs may be strongly
coupled, much like in the high-TC cuprates.
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Condensed Matter

G

alfenol is the name given to alloys of Ga and Fe
created by the Naval Ordnance Labs in 1998 that
exhibit very large magnetostriction and a high relative
permeability coupled with robust mechanical properties.
Magnetostrictive materials are the magnetic analogue
of piezoelectrics in that they can be used to convert
between electrical and mechanical forms of energy
via their mechanical response to an applied magnetic
field. Although Galfenol has only 1/3rd to 1/4th the
magnetostriction of Terfenol-D, an alloy based on Tb,
Dy, and Fe that exhibits the highest room-temperature
magnetostriction of any known material, it is nonetheless
an extremely attractive choice for use in device
applications such as magneto-acoustic sensors, actuators,
and transducers because it can be used in mechanically
harsh environments with minimal shock hardening.

The addition of Ga into the body-centered cubic (bcc)
α-Fe (or A2) phase is known to produce a diversity
of crystal structures. In fact, both equilibrium and
metastable Fe1-xGax phase diagrams have been reported
[1]. In the metastable case a chemically ordered bcc
Fe3Ga (or DO3) phase coexists with the A2 phase for
0.14 < x < 0.20 [4], where both the magnetostriction along
the [100] direction (λ100) and the stability of the twophase region are strongly affected by the rate of cooling.
The presence of two peaks in the magnetostriction as a
function of Ga content has been reported for alloys that
have been cooled rapidly from high temperatures. The
first peak at x ≈ 0.19 has been attributed to an increase
in the magneto-elastic coupling that results from the
formation of short-range ordered (SRO) Ga pairs along
the [100] axis of the A2 structure, while the second peak
at x ≈ 0.27 has been attributed to a softening of the shear
modulus c’ = (c11-c12)/2. The history dependence of both
λ100 and the A2-DO3 two-phase region suggests that the
enhanced magnetostriction maybe due to an underlying
heterogeneity rather than being due to a conventional
homogeneous ferromagnetic phase.

FIGURE 1: Neutron scattering intensity map measured at 300 K on a
furnace-cooled single crystal of Fe0.81Ga0.19. The symmetry of the underlying
matrix allows no (1,0,0) reflection. The broad diffuse scattering that peaks
near (0.95,0,0) thus indicates the presence of a short-range ordered
structure having a different symmetry and lattice spacing.

FIGURE 2: Neutron scattering intensity map measured at 300 K on a
slow-cooled single crystal of Fe0.81Ga0.19. Under slow-cooled conditions,
Fe0.81Ga0.19 exhibits a long-range ordered structure with DO3 symmetry, for
which a (1,0,0) reflection is allowed. The diffuse scattering observed in the
quenched crystal is absent. The diffuse scattering located below the line H =
1 and shown in green is believed to be size-effect scattering.

Figure 1 shows a color contour plot of the neutron diffuse
scattering intensity measured at room temperature in the
vicinity of the (1,0,0) reciprocal lattice position from a furnace
cooled (10 ºC/min) single crystal of Fe0.81Ga0.19, a composition
corresponding to one of the two peaks in the magnetostriction
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[2]. The presence of substantial diffuse scattering, slightly
offset from (1,0,0), is evident and is shown in orange and
yellow. This broad scattering is consistent with the presence
of a short-range ordered structure having a symmetry and
lattice spacing different from that of the underlying A2
matrix, which admits no structural peak at (1,0,0). Identical
neutron scattering measurements made on a slowly-cooled
(2 ºC/min) single crystal of the same composition, for
which the magnetostriction is markedly lower, are shown in
Fig. 2. In this case a strong and sharp Bragg peak is seen at
(1,0,0), consistent with a long-range ordered DO3 structure.
More importantly, no evidence is seen of the broad and
nearly isotropic diffuse scattering shown in Fig. 1. Instead
anisotropic diffuse scattering contours are observed below the
line H = 1, which are believed to arise from correlated atomic
displacements that result from the atomic size mismatch
between Fe and Ga, also known as size effect diffuse scattering.

To ascertain whether or not the diffuse scattering observed in
Fig. 1 is related to the enhanced magnetostriction observed
in quenched alloys of Galfenol, linear Q-scans through the
diffuse scattering intensity along the [100] direction were
made on three different compositions of Fe1-xGax with very
different values of magnetostriction. Data were obtained on
single crystals for x = 0.10, 0.15, and 0.19, which are shown in
Fig. 3. It is immediately apparent that the diffuse scattering
grows markedly with increasing Ga content and in fact tracks
the corresponding increase in the magnetostriction. These
data are consistent with a structurally heterogeneous model [3]
that was proposed to explain the enhanced magnetostriction
in Galfenol alloys. This model assumes that the quenched
condition is in fact a structurally and chemically heterogeneous
state consisting of coarsening-resistant DO3 nanoprecipitates
within an A2 matrix. An essential element of this model is
that the nanoprecipitates possess a lower than cubic symmetry.
Close examination of the data in Fig. 3 reveals an asymmetry
in the diffuse scattering, especially for x = 0.19, that is well
described by tetragonally-distorted DO3 regions with a
tetragonality c/a = 1.2. This value agrees precisely with that
predicted by the structurally heterogenous model. This finding
lends strong credence to idea that the large magnetostriction
in quenched Galfenol alloys is directly related to the structural
heterogeneity of the DO3 nanoprecipitates, i.e., that the
enhancement of λ100 results from the redistribution of the
orientation of lower symmetry DO3-like nanoprecipitate
particles under field or stress.
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Refrigerant MnFe(P1-xGex)
Condensed Matter
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T

he magnetocaloric effect (MCE)—the expulsion
of heat from a material when a magnetic field is
applied and its absorption when the field is removed—was
discovered in 1881. In 1933 using a technique based on
MCE called “adiabatic demagnetization” a temperature
well below 1 K was achieved for the first time, and for
most of its history the effect was only useful for producing
very low temperatures. Recently, magnetic refrigeration at
ambient temperatures has attracted renewed interest with
the discovery of new materials with improved efficiencies
and advantages, as potential replacements for the classical
vapor compression systems in use today. To be useful
the magnetorefrigerant needs to have a large change in
magnetic entropy near room temperature for modest
applied fields (< 2 T), be inexpensive, and environmentally
friendly, and Mn1+yFe1-yP1-xGex is the first system to fulfill
all these requirements.
We have used neutron diffraction and magnetization
measurements to reveal that the application of a magnetic
field drives the material through a first order phase
transition from paramagnetic (PM) to ferromagnetic
(FM), and that these phases correspond to two very
distinct crystal structures. The latent heat of this transition,
deriving both from the sudden onset of magnetic order
and change in crystal structure, is the source of the MCE
[1]. This entropic control of combined magnetic and
structural transitions circumvents the limitation imposed by
the magnetic entropy alone, and provides a new pathway to
optimize the refrigerant properties. Indeed, by tuning the
physical properties of this system we now have achieved an
MCE of ≈ 75 J/Kg K on both increasing and decreasing
field cycles, more than twice the value of the previous
record, thrusting Mn1+yFe1-yP1-xGex into the lead as a viable
commercial refrigerant.
Neutron powder diffraction is the classic technique
to solve for both crystal and magnetic structures,
and for Mn1.1Fe0.9P0.8Ge0.2 we find it is single phase
and paramagnetic above ≈ 260 K, single phase and

ferromagnetic below 200 K, and in between undergoes a
strongly first-order phase transition as a function of temperature
or applied magnetic field (see Fig. 1). It turns out that both
phases possess the same space group symmetry (P 6 2m) but
have distinctly different structures, with the a- and b-axes being
≈ 1.3 % longer while the c-axis is contracted by ≈ 2.6 % in the
FM phase compared to the PM phase. There is no significant
change in the unit cell volume for the two phases. We find that
one site (3g) (see upper panel of Fig. 2) is completely occupied
by Mn atoms, which are co-planar with P/Ge(1) atoms at the
1b site in the z = 0.5 layer. The other site (3f) has ≈ 93 % Fe,
with ≈ 7 % Mn distributed randomly, and the 3f Fe/Mn site
is co-planar with the P/Ge(2) atoms at the 2c site in the z = 0
layer. Ge and P are randomly mixed, although Ge atoms prefer
the P/Ge(2) (2c) site (≈ 27 % Ge occupied) to the P/Ge(1) (1b)
site (≈ 5 % Ge). For the ferromagnetic phase the refinements
give Mn and Fe moments parallel in the a-b plane, with ordered
moments (at 245 K) of 2.9(1) µB and 0.9(1) µB for the Mn (3g)
site and Fe/Mn (3f) site, respectively, similar to what is seen for
other compounds with the Fe2P-type structure.
The important point is that the results demonstrate that
magnetic field, or temperature, has no significant effect other
than to convert the system between the ferromagnetic and
paramagnetic structural phases.
The results make it clear that the large MCE originates from
the applied magnetic field driving the phase conversion, and the
measured magnetic entropy changes are shown in Fig. 2. For
magnetic field increasing and decreasing we obtain
74 J/Kg K and 78 J/Kg K, respectively, for a field change of
5 T in this bulk Mn1.1Fe0.9P0.8Ge0.2 compound. These values are
twice the previous value for this system and the highest MCE
for any material presently known. It is also quite unusual to be
able to achieve similar values in both field directions, as typically
the field-decreasing MCE can be quite drastically reduced. For
the present material the field-decreasing MCE actually exceeds
the field-increasing values.
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FIGURE 1: Comparison of the diffraction and magnetization measurements.
(A) Temperature dependence of the magnetization in an applied field of
0.1 T. (B) Integrated intensities of the (001) reflections for the PM- and
FM- phases as a function of temperature on cooling and warming. (C)
Field-dependent magnetization at 255 K. The magnetic entropy change
|∆Sm|, normalized to the magnetization, is shown for comparison. (D) Field
dependence of the integrated intensities of the (001) reflections for the
PM-phase and FM-phase at 255 K, showing that the FM-phase fraction
tracks the magnetization data and normalized magnetic entropy change
|∆Sm|. (E) Fraction of the FM-phase at 255 K as the field increases. The FMphase fraction increases smoothly to ≈ 86 %. Data normalized from |∆Sm|
are shown for comparison. (F) |∆Sm| increases linearly with the FM-phase
fraction. |∆Sm| is projected to be ≈ 103 J/Kg K if the transition went to
completion for this sample.

The present results directly demonstrate that the transition
from the PM-phase to the FM-phase and the associated huge
magnetocaloric effect are directly controlled by the first-order
structural phase transition between these two phases, and,
moreover, that a completed phase conversion will increase the
MCE up to ≈ 100 J/Kg K in a field of 5 T in this system. The
transition can be driven by temperature or applied magnetic
field, and for use as a magnetic refrigerant the field-dependent
properties are critical. The improved properties and overall
advantages of this material open the possibility for its use in
magnetic refrigerant applications.

FIGURE 2: The Magnetocaloric Effect. Temperature dependence of the
entropy change of the bulk Mn1.1Fe0.9P0.8Ge0.2 compound as a function
of applied magnetic field up to 5 T. The upper panel shows the crystal
structure for the FM-phase which differs from that in the PM-phase in the
ordering of the spins and the lengths of a, b, and c.

This material also exhibits a large magnetoelastic effect—the
change in the lattice constants with magnetic field—and this
useful property also originates from the structural changes
associated with the first-order transition. Furthermore,
our investigations suggest a number of ways in which the
magnetothermal properties can be tuned by chemical doping
or mechanical treatment. For example, we have found that an
applied field can induce substantial preferred crystallographic
orientation, which results in improved field-dependent properties.
We also expect that the magnetic and structural properties can
be further optimized by selective chemical substitutions and
processing techniques. The time dependence associated with
the transition does tend to reduce the practical MCE available
for applications, but the overall improvements and prospects for
further advances in performance make this material the magnetic
refrigerant of choice to enable a wide range of commercial
magnetorefrigerant applications.
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S

ystems that are simultaneously magnetically ordered
and ferroelectric—multiferroics—are very rare in nature.
The reason is that typical ferroelectrics such as BaTiO3
develop their electric polarization via hybridization of
empty d-orbitals on the Ti ion with occupied p-orbitals of
the octahedrally coordinated oxygen ions, which causes the
off-centering displacement of the Ti ion and hence the net
electric polarization. Magnetism such as for iron, on the
other hand, requires electronically occupied d-orbitals, and
thus magnetism and ferroelectricity are mutually exclusive
phenomena through the standard ferroelectric mechanism.
Nevertheless, the tremendous technological possibilities that
would be enabled with a material in which the magnetic
state can be switched with an electric field has driven
research in multiferroics, and the recent discovery of a new
class of multiferroic materials that feature strongly-coupled
spontaneous magnetic and electric order [1] has reignited
this dream of materials engineers.
The novelty of these new multiferroic materials is that
ferroelectricity is generated by the magnetic structure itself,
and so ferroelectricity can be easily switched when the
magnetic structure is tuned by magnetic fields [2,3]. More
importantly, here we show that, reciprocally, electric fields
can also be used to control magnetic properties, and that the
magnetic chirality or handedness can be directly controlled
with the electric field—the first step towards electric field
control of the macroscopic magnetic properties for device
applications.

The model multiferroic system that was chosen to
demonstrate this property is Ni3V2O8, whose magnetic
and electric properties we have extensively characterized
previously [4-6]. The magnetism in Ni3V2O8 arises from
weakly-coupled, buckled Kagome planes of S = 1 quantum
spins that are localized on the Ni2+ sites, while the V ions
are nonmagnetic. Ni3V2O8 is an insulating material (as
all ferroelectrics must be) and the spin interactions are

mediated through electronic orbital overlap and the exchange
of electrons in quantum mechanically entangled states. The
corner-shared geometry of Ni2+ triangles and antiferromagnetic
next-nearest neighbor interactions lead to strong magnetic
fluctuations even below the temperature where simpler magnets
would order, and the competition of these interactions stabilizes
a series of distinctly different ordered structures with decreasing
temperature.

FIGURE 1: (top) Single layers of a Ni2+ Kagome lattice that are buckled
along the c-axis, and that in Ni3V2O8 are stacked along the b-axis. (Center/
Bottom) spiral magnetic structure that is only possible because of a crystal
distortion that also leads to macroscopic electric polarization, either up or
down depending on the sense of rotation of the spiral.

Quite generally, all magnetic materials attempt to minimize
magnetic disorder or entropy at low temperature. This is usually
achieved with a static long-range order of the quantum degrees
of freedom such as the spin. For incommensurate magnetic
order, this is best done in a spin spiral structure with a maximally
ordered moment on each site. However, in Ni3V2O8, the crystal
structure and the interactions favor incommensurate magnetic
order for which the size of the ordered magnetic moment varies
sinusoidally from one Ni2+ site to next, leading to a great amount
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of magnetic disorder near the nodes of the wave. One way to
lower the magnetic entropy further is via a crystal distortion,
and we have previously shown (see Fig. 1) that Ni3V2O8 is one
of the few known materials where the resulting crystal distortion
involves a macroscopic electric polarization that is magnetically
driven.
The ferroelectric polarization in Ni3V2O8 can be turned on and
off by simply applying a magnetic field, because a magnetic field
induces different magnetic structures, some of which allow an
electric polarization. The more interesting question is whether
the inverse coupling can also be achieved in Ni3V2O8, namely, can
the magnetic structure be controlled with an electric field?
To test such a scenario, we prepared a single crystal of Ni3V2O8
that was a 1 mm thin platelet normal to the ferroelectric axis. A
capacitor was made by evaporating an electrode
[(4 nm Cr)/(40 nm Au) layer] on each of the two faces, and
then attaching Au wires using silver epoxy. The sample was
held by a sapphire plate in a cryostat. During cool-down an
external electric field was applied using an electrometer to obtain
a macroscopic electrical polarization. We also surveyed in-situ
the ferroelectric polarization during the neutron diffraction
measurements, which were performed on BT-7 utilizing large
3
He polarizer cells to achieve the neutron polarization and
analysis. The neutron polarization P was chosen to be parallel
to the momentum transfer wave-vector Q under investigation,
[P||Q]. In this case the neutron polarization is reversed, or
“flipped”, when the neutrons magnetically scatter from the
sample, while structural Bragg peak scattering never flips the
neutron spin. Then the magnetic scattering is observed when
the incident neutron spin is either parallel (+) and/or antiparallel
(-) to the momentum transfer wave-vector Q, and since the spin
is reversed on scattering we measure either the (+ -) or (- +)
magnetic cross sections.
For typical magnetic materials these two cross sections
would have equal intensities, but in the ferroelectric phase of
Ni3V2O8 the incommensurate magnetic order has a chirality,
or handedness. The modulation wave-vector is along the a
axis, (q,0,0) where q ≈ 0.265, and hence the magnetic Bragg
peaks occur at satellite positions such as Q = (1+q,1,1). Our
experimental results are shown in Fig. 2, where we see that the
spin-flip neutron diffraction intensity of the (1+q,1,1) magnetic
Bragg peak depends on the incoming neutron spin polarization.
For an applied electric field of +300 kV/m the Bragg peak is only
observed for the (- +) configuration; the small peak observed for
the (+ -) configuration is simply due to the imperfect polarization
of the instrument. More importantly, by reversing the electric
field the magnetic Bragg peak is only observed in the (+ -)
configuration, demonstrating in a simple and elegant way that the
magnetic structure in Ni3V2O8 can be tuned with an electric field.

It can be shown that the reversal of the neutron diffraction
intensity with electric field results from an electrically induced
switching of the magnetic chirality—the “handedness” of the
spiral. It is believed that the microscopic coupling between
the magnetic structure and the ferroelectric polarization is
mediated by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya antisymmetric exchange
interaction of the form D x (Si x Sj), where D changes sign when
the electric polarization is switched. Switching the electric
polarization of the ferroelectric domain thus changes the sense of
rotation of the spin spiral.

FIGURE 2: Full polarized neutron magnetic diffraction. The neutron
polarization P is parallel to Q, [P || Q], so that all the magnetic scattering is
spin-flip. (a) A +300 kV/m electric field selects one chiral domain, and then
the magnetic peak is only observed in the (- +) configuration; the small peak
in the (+ -) configuration is due to the imperfect instrumental polarization.
(b) With the ferroelectric polarization reversed by applying -300 kV/m, the
magnetic Bragg peak is only observed in the (+ -) configuration.

Ni3V2O8 illustrates the great potential for multifunctionality that
can be obtained from materials with competing interactions.
The most important lesson to draw from studies of these
magnetically-induced ferroelectrics is that the competing
magnetic interactions not only lead to novel magnetic ground
states of interest to the community of condensed matter scientists,
but that they also have the potential to be key components for the
design of next-generation electronics, data storage and computing
applications.
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Killing Cancer Cells with Magnetic Nanoparticles

Biology

C.L. Dennis1, A.J. Jackson2,3, J.A. Borchers2, R. Ivkov4, A.R. Foreman4,
and C. Grüttner5
Fevers offer an effective system-wide defense against
pathogens like bacteria by disrupting their biochemical
processes, rendering the pathogens more susceptible to attack
by the immune system. However, if the fever gets too high
(> 45 oC in humans), then damage occurs to healthy tissue,
and if left too long at elevated temperatures, the healthy
tissue will die. In an analogous manner, cancer cells can
be treated with heat to disrupt their biochemical processes.
A key difference is that cancer cells start to experience
damage at 42 oC, which leaves a 3 oC temperature window in
which cancers can be killed with little or no damage to the
surrounding healthy tissue. Similar to a fever, nanoparticle
mediated hyperthermia is a prospective cancer therapy that
destroys tumors by locally heating tumor cells.
Although hyperthermia is not a new idea, there are
two distinguishing aspects of nanoparticle mediated
hyperthermia as compared to “conventional” hyperthermia
(i.e., a fever): 1) the heat is generated locally at the tumor
cells by the magnetic nanoparticles subjected to an
alternating magnetic field, and 2) the temperature change
can be correlated with the energy deposited and therefore
to the amount or “dose” of nanoparticles used. The primary
benefit of this technology is a significant reduction in the
severity and duration of side effects that are common with
conventional cancer treatments like chemo- and radiation
therapy because of the reduction in damage to surrounding
healthy tissue.
In designing these nanoparticle systems, the primary
requirement is a biologically stable material that allows
control of the total amount of heat deposited in order to
kill the tumor while minimizing damage to the surrounding
healthy tissue. To design more effective systems, NIST
researchers in collaboration with their industrial partners
examined two candidates with significantly different heating
characteristics. Contrary to accepted practice, we found
that strongly interacting systems heat significantly better
than weakly or non-interacting systems, with the degree of
interaction controlled by the spacing between nanoparticles.

FIGURE 1: – Schematic of
the magnetic nanoparticle
developed for hyperthermia
treatment used in these
studies: The iron oxide core
generates the heat while the
surrounding dextran shell
stabilizes the nanoparticles in
solution.

The nanoparticles studied consist of a magnetic iron oxide core,
surrounded by a dextran shell, with the dextran controlling the
spacing between of nanoparticles (see Fig. 1). The difference
between the two systems examined lies in the dextran shell (the
cores are similar): the “single dextran” sample was coated once
with dextran whereas the “double dextran” sample was coated
twice. To properly compare these two systems their physical and
magnetic properties were extensively characterized. First, the
iron oxide core of both systems was determined by Mossbauer
spectroscopy to be composed of magnetite (Fe3O4), except for
< 2 % of iron hydroxide. This hydroxide most likely originates
from the storage of the nanoparticles in water and is assumed
to be limited to the surface of the nanoparticle core. Analytical
Ultra-Centrifugation (AUC) yielded a size distribution of
(44 ± 13) nm for the nanoparticle cores for the double dextran
sample. Transmission electron microscopy images also confirm
a core diameter ≈ 50 nm for both samples. Photon Correlation
Spectroscopy (PCS) yielded a combined size and size distribution
for the iron oxide core and dextran together of (92 ± 14) nm
for the double dextran sample and (96 ± 32) nm for the single
dextran sample. We can thus estimate the dextran thickness to be
≈ 25 nm for both samples – in good agreement with the 40,000
Da dextran used. This may indicate that the addition of the
second dextran layer increases the density of the dextran coating.
From the magnetization vs. field (hysteresis) loops at room
temperature of the two colloidal systems (normalized to the mass
of particles present in the colloid), the most prominent result is
that the saturation magnetization of the double dextran sample
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is (41.08 ± 0.03) kA m2/g, 33 % less than that of the single
dextran sample which is (61.64 ± 0.03) kA m2/g. Other than this
difference in magnitude, the shapes of the two hysteresis loops are
nearly identical (see Fig. 2).
The Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) values were measured
for H = 86 kA/m (1080 Oe) and f = 150 kHz using colloids
of nominally equal concentrations which are corrected for the
thermal properties of the calorimeter, coil, and water and then
normalized to iron concentration. (The iron concentration
is different for the two samples, but the variation in SAR
with concentration for each sample is about 10 % for the
concentrations probed here.) Here we see the most striking
difference – the double dextran sample has a measured SAR of
1075 W/(g of Fe) while the single dextran has a measured SAR
of 537 W/(g of Fe) – a factor of 2 smaller.

the heating), and (2) the smaller interaction radius would mean
that more particles are grouped closer together, enhancing the
local heat output in a smaller area. This increased heating effect
shows significant enhancement in the efficacy of these particles
in pre-clinical (mouse) trials at Dartmouth College [2], where
the doubling time of the tumor – an aggressive mammary tumor
– after one treatment increases to an average of 60 d from an
average doubling time of 2 d for an untreated tumor.
In conclusion, we have recently determined that strongly
interacting coated magnetic nanoparticles yield large increases (by
a factor of two) in heat output as compared to nominally identical
particles which are only weakly interacting. This heating enables
larger localized temperature changes that can kill cancer cells
without damaging the surrounding healthy tissue. This finding is
a significant departure from “common knowledge” in the medical
community, which has long contended that non-interacting
magnetic nanoparticles are the ideal material for hyperthermia
treatment. This interaction strength may be controlled by varying
interparticle distance using different coatings, and varying the
magnetic strength of the nanoparticles by nanoparticle chemistry.
This result is expected to provide improved guidance to industry
for the development of new nanoparticles for hyperthermia
cancer treatment.

FIGURE 2: – Magnetization vs. field loops show the same shape except for a
33 % difference in saturation magnetization between the double and single
dextran samples.

Since the SAR has the opposite trend from what we would
expect based on the saturation magnetization data, the question
is: if the nanoparticles are physically and magnetically nearly
identical, what is the origin of this difference? Only Small Angle
Neutron Scattering (SANS) and Ultra-SANS experiments could
directly probe the separation between the nanoparticles to show
that the effect of the dextran layer is to change the hard sphere
interaction radius (separation) from > 698 nm for the single
dextran layer to 157 nm for the double dextran layer – a factor of
four smaller (see Fig. 3). This decrease in the interaction radius
for the double layer is not due to a change in average diameter (as
determined earlier by both AUC and PCS), nor by a change in
volume fraction [1].
This smaller separation in the double dextran sample would
have a two-fold effect: (1) the dipolar interactions would be
significantly stronger, enabling the nanoparticles to couple
their behavior under an alternating field (thereby amplifying

FIGURE 3: – SANS/USANS data showing the interaction peak in the double
dextran sample with a concentration of 25.6 mg/ml at Q. 4H10-3 Å-1
(radius = 157 nm), and the possible interaction peak in the single dextran
layer sample with a concentration of 21.8 mg/ml at Q . 9H10-4 Å-1
(radius = 698 nm).
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Protein Folding in Membranes
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I

n any organism, roughly a quarter of all proteins assemble
into their biologically active conformation only when
they are embedded in a lipid bilayer membrane [1]. The
basic physical principles that drive membrane protein
folding have been known for some time; the bilayer is a
two dimensional fluid with a symmetric normal profile
characterized by a hydrophobic (water-repelling) core and
two hydrophilic bilayer-water interfaces. However the
influence of transmembrane anisotropy, dynamic gradients
and chemical heterogeneity on protein folding remains
poorly explored. Furthermore, the degree to which proteins

understood. (Hydrophobic complementarity is a measure of how
well hydrophobic regions of one molecular segment line up with
hydrophobic regions on another molecular segment). Recently,
neutron diffraction was used to address these questions in studies
utilizing peptide model systems related to several classes of
membrane proteins [2,3]. The results reveal the surprising degree
to which hydrophobic complementarity can be compromised by
protein-protein interactions.
The studies described here were the result of a long-standing
common interest in protein folding in membranes between
the researchers at Johns Hopkins and
the Tulane group which has developed
peptide model systems for studying protein
folding in membranes. One of these model
systems, designed and studied at the
Tulane lab, is a hydrophobic hexapeptide,
Acetyl-Tryptophan-(Leucine)5 (AcWL5) that
spontaneously and reversibly self-assembles
in membranes into highly ordered β-sheet
oligomers [4]. Although the binding and
energetics of this membrane protein model
are well understood, structural details of
the membrane-embedded β-sheets were
lacking until a study of deuterium labeled
AcWL5 oligomers in oriented bilayers using
the Advanced Neutron Diffractometer/
Reflectometer (AND/R) at the NCNR [3].

Previous studies of the assembly of AcWL5
into β-sheets in membranes have provided
insights into membrane protein folding. Yet,
the exact structure of the oligomer in the lipid
FIGURE 1: A lipid film containing 1 peptide per 25 lipids was deposited on a glass substrate
bilayer is still unknown. Based on numerous
and hydrated through the vapor phase to generate oriented fluid multibilayers, left. The
oriented sample was placed in the AND/R beam, and Bragg diffraction peaks were collected in biophysical experiments, a hypothetical
a θ −2θ scan, bottom. The bilayer scattering length profiles, upper right, are generated from
the diffraction peaks using a Fourier transform. Isomorphous replacement of lipids or peptides model was proposed in which AcWL5 forms
in the bilayer with specifically deuterated variants allows for the localization of the labels in the transmembrane antiparallel β-sheets that are
bilayer using difference profiles, top. Bilayer image courtesy of Dr. Scott Feller.
centered in the hydrocarbon core in the bilayer
[5]. While hydrogen bonding is known to be
and bilayers must/can modulate their hydrophobicity
the main driving force for folding of AcWL5 in membranes, this
profiles to achieve hydrophobic complementarity is not well
model also contains the implicit assumption that hydrophobic
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FIGURE 2: Transbilayer scattering
length profiles of fluid bilayers
containing either the monomeric,
interfacial peptide AcWL4, left, or
the oligomeric, transmembrane
β-sheet peptide AcWL5, right.
Experiments were done with 1
peptide per 25 lipids. Isomorphous
replacement was achieved by
substituting protonated peptide
with peptide containing two
consecutive deuterated leucine
residues. The difference profiles,
top, show the average location
of deuterium labeled leucines
in the bilayer +/- experimental
uncertainty. While AcWL4 shows
the expected interfacial localization,
the oligomeric AcWL5 deuterons
are present all across the
membrane. Thus the transbilayer
disposition of the peptide β-sheets
must be randomly staggered rather
than regular and symmetric as in
existing models, bottom

complementarity drives a regular, symmetric transbilayer
disposition of the peptide (Fig. 2, bottom left.) This model was
tested using neutron diffraction of fluid lipid bilayers containing
peptides (Fig. 1). Isomorphous replacement of peptides with
variants that were selectively deuterated on two consecutive
leucine residues, either the L2L3 leucines or the L5L6 leucines,
was used to study the disposition of the peptides in bilayers and
compare the measured distribution with that predicted by the
model.
Unexpectedly, the pairs of adjacent deuterium-labeled leucines in
AcWL5 have no well-defined peak or dip in the transmembrane
distribution profiles, but instead are distributed all across
the membrane (Fig. 2). The result was the same for L2L3
labeled peptides and for L5L6 labeled peptides. This result
indicated that there is heterogeneity in the depth of membrane
insertion, implying that the β-strands are staggered along the
transmembrane direction. At the same time, the monomeric
homolog, AcWL4, exhibits a homogeneous, well-defined,

interfacial location in neutron diffraction experiments and
is strongly excluded from the hydrocarbon core. Thus, while
the bilayer location of monomeric AcWL4 is determined by
hydrophobicity matching, or complementarity, within the bilayer,
the AcWL5 molecules in the oligomers are positioned at different
depths within the bilayer because they assemble into a staggered
transmembrane β-sheet. The details of AcWL5 assembly are
thus dominated by protein-protein interactions rather than by
hydrophobic complementarity [3]. These results have implications
for understanding and predicting the structure and folding of
membrane proteins in their native membrane environment and
highlight the importance of the interplay between hydrophobic
complementarity and protein-protein interactions in determining
the structure of membrane proteins.
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Insights into Viral Assembly: Conformational Changes of HIV-1
Gag on the Membrane
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T

he type 1 Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV-1) is
responsible for the AIDS pandemic and has infected
over 30 million people worldwide. Effective public health
policy can play an important role in drastically reducing
the spread of AIDS. However, a rise in the number of
patients infected by drug resistant strains of HIV has made
treatment more difficult. Patients with drug-resistant
strains are often out of options and have greatly reduced life
expectancies. Although treatments often involve a “cocktail”
of drugs targeting different stages of the viral life-cycle
simultaneously, currently there are no therapeutic agents that
target the assembly stage.
Formation of HIV-1 is mediated by the viral Gag polyprotein.
Expressed in the cellular cytoplasm, Gag eventually targets
the inner surface of the cellular membrane of the infected host
cell where viral assembly occurs. Molecular insight from early
cryo-electron microscopy data showed Gag in the immature
spherical virus as elongated rods radiating from the membrane
with one end tightly bound to the viral genome [1]. However,
in a recent study using small angle neutron scattering as
well as other techniques, it was found that the properties of
monomeric Gag in solution are incompatible with an extended
structure [2]. Rather, Gag likely exists in several compact
conformations in solution, most likely due to the presence
of several unstructured, flexible domains in the protein.
These results imply that the protein must undergo a large
conformational change when it assembles into a virus particle.
Understanding the mechanism of this conformational change
would give important insights into retroviral assembly.
Our work has elucidated some of the factors that contribute
to conformational changes of the HIV-1 Gag protein from a
compact structure in solution to an extended structure in the
immature virus. The size of Gag bound to the bilayer interface
was studied in a well-defined in vitro system. The bio-mimetic
environment for observing Gag association consisted of a
supported membrane attached to a gold surface via a polymer
tether. This ‘sparsely tethered’ bilayer lipid membrane (tBLM)
provided a highly fluid lipid system decoupled from the solid
substrate that supports it [3]. Membranes were prepared by

the rapid solvent exchange method [4]. Structural characterization
of the bilayer:protein system was done by neutron reflectivity (NR)
on the AND/R instrument at the NCNR [5].
Viruses acquire their membranes by budding from the host cell
membrane. Lipid extracts of purified HIV-1 particles identified
an abundance of lipids present only at small concentrations in
uninfected cells [6]. Among these are included negatively charged,
anionic lipids that are thought to associate with the n-terminal
domain of the Gag protein (known as the Matrix or MA domain).
Our experiments involve a simplified lipid mixture that still
captures the negative surface charge density of the native viral
membrane.
To test if the membrane targeting domain of Gag would associate
with our model system, we first used NR to examine just the MA
construct. Figure 1a shows the reflectivity curves of the neat bilayer
and the membrane exposed to two different concentrations of the
MA protein. Differences between the pure membrane system and
the membrane with MA protein are clearly seen at the bottom
of the panel. In Fig. 1b the reflectivity data were fitted using a
simple box model to represent the Au substrate, tBLM and the
MA domain. In this model, the MA protein is represented by a
single slab of fixed neutron scattering length density (nSLD). The
data indicates that the MA domain of Gag extends 40 Å from
the membrane surface and that this extension is invariant with
concentration.

FIGURE 1: (a) Fresnel normalized neutron reflectivity profile of the pure
tethered bilayer (black circles), bilayer exposed to 1 mmol/L of Gag MA
protein (red circles), and to 10 mmol/L of Gag MA (blue circles). Fits to
the experimental data are shown as solid lines. The differences in the
normalized reflectivity profile between pure bilayer and bilayer with MA are
shown at the bottom of the graph. (b) Neutron SLD profile that best fits the
reflectivity data.
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Because MA is a rigid domain, a fixed dimension in our NR
modeling suggests that the protein binds in a specific orientation
with regard to the bilayer surface, in agreement with NMR and
x-ray measurements [7]. Using an atomic resolution structure of
the MA domain, a refined nSLD profile was used in place of the
single box representation. Figure 2a shows the volumetric and
nSLD profile for MA using the suggested binding orientation
from previous studies. The resulting best fit model is shown
in Fig. 2b where only the volume fraction and position in z of
the protein layer are free parameters. The high quality of fit to
the NR data strongly suggests that the orientation of MA on
the membrane is correct. These experiments also show that
the volume fraction of protein, which can be related to surface
coverage, doubles from 15 % to 30 %. This doubling happens
while increasing the concentration of MA in solution 10-fold,
hence suggesting the surface coverage of MA is saturated. Finally,
it seems that MA insertion into the lipid layer is slight
(< 1 Å) with minimal perturbation to the membrane structure.

FIGURE 2: (a) Matrix (MA) domain oriented with membrane binding region
on the left hand side. Volumetric profile and nSLD profiles were calculated
using 2.5 Å slabs of MA along z taking into account exchangeable hydrogens
on the protein. (b) Best fit nSLD profile of the tBLM system with no MA
protein (black line), and bound MA protein at 1 mmol/L (red line) and 10
mmol/L (orange line) concentrations.

Having verified MA binding, measurements were made using the
full length Gag protein. A series of measurements were made
under different conditions thought to affect Gag conformation.
1) Purified Gag protein was introduced to the membrane and
allowed to associate. 2) The bound protein was exposed to a short
DNA strand (TGx7) known to bind the c-terminal nucleocapsid
(NC ) domain of Gag and long enough to span approximately
three molecules. The NC domain is normally responsible for
associating with the viral genome. 3) A high salt buffer rinse of
500 mmol/L NaCl was flushed through the system, potentially
screening the electrostatically driven interactions between the
protein and DNA.
Due to the lack of a well-defined structure, owing to the protein’s
flexible segments, modeling the full-length protein provided
a difficult challenge. A series of boxes extending 240 Å from
the membrane surface was used. Because of the large number
of parameters introduced by our model, a Monte-Carlo error
analysis was performed to determine the statistical variability

in the nSLD profiles. Figure 3a shows the nSLD profile of the
different measurements where line thickness represents 95%
confidence intervals in our fits. The neat bilayer is seen as the
black solid line. Full-length Gag protein bound to our biomimetic membrane system, in red, is best modeled by an 80 Å
structure from the lipid surface. Upon exposure to TGx7 the
protein layer dramatically extends out to 200 Å. Finally, upon
rinsing with the high salt buffer the original Gag nSLD profile is
nearly recovered.

FIGURE 3: (a) nSLD profile of full-length HIV-1 Gag protein on a tBLM. Neat
lipid bilayer (black), bound Gag protein (red), Gag + TGx7 DNA strand (blue),
Gag:TGx7 500 mmol/L NaCl salt rinse (green). The inset cartoon illustrates
how the charged ends of the Gag cause it to fold toward the surface, and
then how the viral strands attach to NC, extending and crosslinking the Gag
molecules. (b) Illustrative models of folded and extended conformations of
Gag on a membrane surface.

This extension of Gag in the presence of both the membrane
and the TGx7 nucleic acid strand provides a model for
conformational changes in Gag. This model, illustrated in the
inset of Fig. 3a, shows the MA and the NC domains associating
with the negatively charged surface of the lipid membrane. The
NC domain also contains several basic residues which aid in its
association with the viral RNA. However in the absence of RNA
and given the flexible regions of the protein, the NC domain
is free to bend down and associate with the membrane. Only
when nucleic acid of significant binding strength is present does
the NC domain disassociate with the membrane and bind to
the RNA strand. This causes extension of the protein molecule
in part due to crosslinking several Gag molecules together. This
work provides highly suggestive insight into the mechanism by
which extension occurs. Our model unifies earlier in vivo and
solution studies [1,2]. An understanding of virus assembly may
lead to the development of therapeutics that inhibit proper virus
formation.
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Precision Measurement of the Spin-Dependent
Neutron–Helium-3 Scattering Length (bi)
Neutron Physics

M. G. Huber1, F. E. Wietfeldt1, T. R. Gentile2, W. C. Chen3,4, D. S. Hussey2, M. Arif2,
L. Yang5, D. A. Pushin6, and T. C. Black7

Q

uantum chromodynamics, which describes the strong
interaction between quarks, is non-perturbative,
making rigorous direct calculations at low energies
intractable. Instead, complex, multi-parameter theoretical
models have been developed to tackle nucleon-nucleon (NN)
interactions. Combinations of computational and theoretical
advances in recent years have led theoretical models to
predict properties of few nucleon systems with an uncertainty
of less than one percent. In systems larger than two
nucleons less phenomenological and more poorly understood
three nucleon (3NI) interactions must be included along
with NN models. Neutron scattering lengths, which describe
a neutron’s S-wave interaction with a target nucleus, are
predicted by NN+3NI models, and therefore provide crucial
benchmarks in the testing of various theoretical approaches.
Scattering lengths also play an important role in effective
field theories since they use low-energy observables to
constrain mean-field behavior. In this highlight our
measurement of the spin-dependent, incoherent
neutron–helium-3 (n-3He) scattering length, bi, is described.
The NIST neutron interferometer and optics facility (NIOF)
has provided measurements of neutron scattering lengths
for neutron–hydrogen and neutron–deuterium, and the
spin-independent scattering length for n-3He with relative
uncertainties below one percent [1]. This is only the second
experimental attempt to directly measure the spin-dependent
scattering length in 3He. The previous measurement [2]
was done using a spin-echo apparatus at the Institut LaueLangevin which achieved a result inconsistent with any
theoretical prediction. Using an interferometer to measure
bi introduces a completely separate set of systematics. This
experiment marks the first time a polarized gas sample has
been used in a neutron interferometer experiment.
Upstream of the interferometer a CoFe supermirror was
used to polarize the neutrons to nearly 93 % polarization.
The neutron’s spin could be flipped 180° after the supermirror
with almost 100 % accuracy using a pair of coils tuned to
the neutron’s Larmor frequency. After the supermirror, the

neutron’s polarization was preserved by a guide field made up
from a series of permanent magnets. To confirm that the neutron
polarization (Pn) was not changing during the experiment,
the polarization was measured periodically. This was done by
replacing the interferometer with an optically thick 3He cell
which could provide analyzing power up to 99 %. Two different
techniques that were used to measure Pn and the spin flipper
efficiency (s) are shown in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1: Polarization analysis using two different techniques. (a) The
results from the Asymmetry Method for both the neutron polarization, Pn,
and the spin flipper efficiency, s in percent versus measurement instance. (b)
The polarization results using the Normalized Transmission Method. Here
the spin flipper efficiency is not directly measured but instead the product
(2s-1)*Pn is. In both cases drawn lines are fit to the data. Both techniques
agree with each other with a relative uncertainty of less than 0.001.

The NIST glass shop [3] fabricated four boron-free target cells for
use in this experiment. Each cylindrical cell had outer dimensions
∅ 25.4 mm x 42 mm and was sealed with approximately 1.5 bar
of 3He gas. The cells were made optically thin to allow for some
neutron transmission even during strong absorption when the
3
He and neutron spins were aligned anti-parallel. The 3He gas
was polarized to approximately 65 % using spin-exchange optical
pumping at a separate facility. This procedure eliminated the added
complexity and heat loads to the interferometer setup and provided
the experiment with viable target samples. Helmholtz coils placed
around the interferometer provided a uniform magnetic field of
15×10-4 T to limit the loss of helium polarization due to magnetic
gradients. Cell lifetimes in the interferometer were up to 175 h.
The interferometer crystal is isolated from vibrations and
temperature controlled to ± 5 K which enables exceptional phase
stability and contrast as high as 80 %. The skew symmetric
interferometer consists of 3 silicon blades on a common base. The
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first blade uses Bragg reflection to coherently split the neutron’s
wavefunction into two spatially separated paths, I and II. When a
neutron passes through a 3He cell in Path I the nuclear potential
of the helium atoms causes a change in phase (Δχ) of the neutron’s
wavefunction. Beams along the two paths are brought together
in the final blade where they interfere with one another. Relative
differences in the neutron’s phase (ΔχI - ΔχII) along each path
modify the count rates at two detectors, labeled O- and H-, located
behind the interferometer.
A thin quartz sample called a phase flag is rotated to controllably
vary the phase along the beam paths to construct an interferogram
(see Fig. 2c) that is used to determine the phase of the target cell.
The spin-dependent scattering length is proportional to the phase
difference between when the neutron and 3He spins are parallel to
when they are anti-parallel. Boron-free glass was placed in Path II in
order to compensate for the phase shift caused by the cell windows.

the transmission of neutrons through the 3He for both neutron
spin states. A ratio of the count rates for both cases gave the
polarization of the helium gas.
Our (preliminary) result, bi = -2.410 (19) fm, is in good agreement
with the previous measurement (Fig. 3) of the spin-dependent
3
He scattering length [2]. The present result and the previous one
are systematically limited by the small but nonzero spin-parallel
absorption (σ+) known only to one percent. Better experimental
determination of σ+ is needed and would greatly improve the
current error bars. Known NN+3NI models do not match our
results, showing the need for improved theoretical work. Four
nucleon interactions are not included into the models due to
the difficulty in handling long-range coulomb forces, but should
constitute a tiny correction to any NN+3NI predictions. This
measurement is part of the ongoing exploration into few body
systems by the NIOF.

FIGURE 3: Experiential results found in [1], [2], and [4] compared with
predicted values of some NN+3NI theoretical models [5]. The coherent
scattering length measured in Refs. 1 and 4 is given by bc = ¾ b1 + ¼ b0.
The results are shown as bands representing the result ± one standard
deviation, σ.

FIGURE 2: Experimental setup. (a) Neutrons enter from the right of the
picture. One can see the compensation glass, the target cell, and the quartz
phase flag. (b) One of the target cells used. Solid rubidium which is heated
and used in Spin-Exchange Optical Pumping can be seen in the picture
as dark spots along the cell walls. (c) A typical interferogram. The blue
curve (lines are fits) is the O-beam intensity for when the neutron and 3He
spins are aligned parallel. The red curve is for when the neutron spin has
undergone a spin flip. Lower intensity in the red curve is due to increased
neutron absorption in that case. A phase shift around 30° can be seen by
comparing the two curves.

The target cell’s polarization was monitored throughout the
experiment. A third detector labeled C4 was placed after the
interferometer and directly behind the 3He cell. C4 measured
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Neutron Diffraction Measurement of the
Load Response of Concrete
T. Gnäupel-Herold1, H.J. Prask1, J. Biernacki2, S. Mikel2
Engineering Physics

C

oncrete based on portland cement is the most widely
used building material in the world. Due to the
importance and long history of cement-based materials, a
large body of research has been assembled about behavior
and properties relevant to civil engineering applications. This
research includes the macroscopic response to mechanical
and thermal loads and the interaction with chemical
agents. However, concrete is a material of considerable
complexity consisting of several phases both amorphous
and crystalline, and it has structural heterogeneities such
as capillary pores and micro-cracks. Currently, there is no
comprehensive theory that explains the mechanical and
chemo-mechanical responses associated with cementbased concretes. The advances in the simulation of concrete
behavior so far are hampered by insufficient experimental
data for model calibration and validation. This work is part
of an extensive effort to develop experimental strategies
aimed at gaining insight into how micro- and macroscale phenomena are linked in the mechanical responses
of cement-based materials under mechanical loading and
drying environments.
The vast majority of cement and concrete experimental
research is based on macro-level, bulk responses to stressors
by means of strain gauges or other similar techniques which
do not observe or explain the internal micromechanics of
the system which is where failure actually originates [1]. In
order to observe mechanical responses on the micro- and
macro-scale, probing techniques need to be developed for
obtaining quantitative measurements within these complex
composites. There is much work in the fields of neutron and
x-ray diffraction that demonstrates that these techniques can
be used as phase resolving, non-destructive probes [2,3]. The
novelty of these methods is that diffraction provides a means
by which the strains within native crystalline components
of the cement and aggregate can be used as internal strain
gauges, thereby providing detailed information concerning
the load transference mechanism(s) within and between
individual components of the composite. Since the major
hydrated portland cement reaction product (calcium silicate

hydrate) has an amorphous structure, suitable coherently scattering
crystalline components are limited to the minority constituents
calcium hydroxide (CH) and un-reacted cement phases such as
tri-calcium silicate (C3S).
In recent synchrotron experiments lattice strains were measured
within the native CH phase of hydrated portland cement. Strains
were induced through compressive uniaxial loading of cement
samples. Proof of concept was demonstrated with a strain accuracy
1×10-5 and sufficient strain sensitivity for resolving the anisotropic
response of different crystallographic directions in Ca(OH)2
grains. However, the scope of these results was limited by the low
penetration (< 50 µm) of x-rays which presents difficulties for
comparing surface behavior – which is affected by wetting and
drying effects – and bulk behavior that is susceptible to the same
effects but on a much longer time scale.
In the research presented here, neutrons were utilized in order to
investigate bulk behavior for comparison with synchrotron x-ray
results as part of the multi-scale hierarchy of novel experimental
results needed to gain new insight to the broader spectrum of
micro and macro-scale mechanical responses in hydrated portland
cement when subjected to mechanical loads. Also, due to the
penetration of neutrons in the range of 10-3 m (x-ray: 10-6 m)
neutron diffraction provides improved volume average and grain
statistics. In order to improve the substantial incoherent scattering
background from hydrogen, all cement paste specimens were
cured for at least one year, then machined and stored in deuterium
oxide D2O.
Two types of experiments were performed: (1) the strain response
resulting from uniaxial, compressive mechanical loading; and (2)
the strain response due to shrinkage induced stresses. The second
was needed since the samples were kept in the Ca(OD)2-saturated
D2O until the time that the diffraction experiment began. Thus,
the effects of drying became relevant since this phenomenon was
occurring simultaneously during all experiments. The measured
strains are lattice strains that characterize the response of
crystalline Ca(OD)2. In order to separate the strain responses from
simultaneous drying and loading, the experiment was performed
as a series of loading-unloading cycles as shown in Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 1: Compressive tests of cement paste prisms (10 mm ×10 mm
×15 mm) in loading-unloading cycles. The strain follows the applied load in
linear dependence. However, with increasing time and water evaporation
the strains in the unloaded states (0.43 MPa) become more compressive.
A subsequent drying measurement of an unloaded sample during water
evaporation revealed that the strains in the unloaded states exhibit a similar
rate as the shrinkage strains originating from dehydration/evaporation only
(Fig.2).

FIGURE 2: Comparison of strains from a drying test with the strains of
the unloaded states. The measured Ca(OD)2 lattice strains characterize
the behavior of a minority constituent; the behavior of the cement paste
aggregate as a whole is better captured with surface attached strain gages.
The comparison of suitably normalized lattice strains and macroscopic
strains is shown in Fig. 3.

The rates of change differ substantially between macro- and
lattice strains. Lattice strains represent elastic changes and as
such they are a fraction of the macroscopic strain change which
consists of, among other contributions, the deformation of the
pore and capillary structure and the opening and closing of
micro-cracks driven by hydration of hygroscopic constituents. A
notable difference between lattice strains in wetting and drying is
that the drying strains are decreasing and they qualitatively follow
the macroscopic strains. The wetting strains are increasing but
see a drop after 10 h, indicative of the very low tensile strength
(compared to its compressive strength) of cement paste and the
onset of micro-crack propagation and inhomogeneous stress
relief. The macro-strain data in Fig. 3 represent surface strains,
and their changes have different consequences for the stresses
present in the bulk (where the neutron measurements are done).
In wetting, the near surface regions experience swelling first
which creates a tensile stress in the interior, some of which is
reflected in the lattice strains from wetting. As the hydration/
wetting gradient progresses deeper into the bulk, the macrostrains at the surface begin to saturate and, with the swelling now
uniformly present in the bulk, the bulk tensile stresses vanish. This
accounts for the drop in the lattice strains from wetting several
hours later. The rate of change is much lower for the drying
strains, hence lattice and macro-strains are qualitatively similar.
Overall, results obtained from neutron diffraction contribute
to the growing base of experimental data that measure the
mechanical response of single constituents in concrete. Such data
is essential for improved understanding of the material and for
advanced simulation [4] of this complex heterogeneous system.
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FIGURE 3: Comparison between macro-strain and lattice strain
measurements for in both the wetting and drying environment. The lattice
strains from wetting are for a dry sample being equilibrated in room air.
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Off-Shore Oil Pipelines: Residual Stresses in Girth Welds
T. Gnäupel-Herold, H. J. Prask1; N. Thirumalai2
Engineering Physics

ffshore oil and gas extraction plays a vital role for the
global energy supply. It is expected that much future
development and exploration of major reserves will take place
even farther offshore and in greater depths than today. With
extraction and production systems installed at depths of
2000 m to 4000 m, riser pipeline systems that are used
to transfer oil or gas from the wells on the seabed to the
production structure have to withstand motion due to
floating vessels as well as vortex induced vibrations in the
marine environment, subjecting them to the axial bending/
unbending cycles that give rise to accumulating local plastic
deformation (fatigue) [1]. Because of residual stresses
and geometric stress concentrations, the damaging effects
are concentrated in the regions of circumferential girth
welds that connect individual pipe sections. Therefore,
the determination of these residual stresses is essential
for understanding and estimating fatigue life and for
maintaining pipeline integrity.

O

Failure due to fatigue has not been of much importance in design
and safety analysis of land-based pipeline systems because they are
mostly subjected to static loading. However, many new oil and
gas reserves are found offshore at increasing depths and distance
from land with fatigue in riser pipelines arising from motion as
noted above. Major factors affecting fatigue life include the yield
strength of the material and, with respect to welds, the residual
stress state, the applied stress, and the number of loading/unloading
cycles to which they are subjected. Interest is focused on the girth
welds for pipelines in general, with a number of recent neutron
experiments targeting the residual stresses in the girth weld region
[3,4]. It is critical to characterize the residual stress state of welds
in order to develop complete mechanistic understanding of fatigue
performance and to guide the fatigue design of welded joints. We
measured residual stresses in the girth weld regions of two sections
of X65 (minimum yield strength 451 MPa) pipe: one with ferritic
weld metal and another with a fully austenitic, nickel-based alloy
weld metal.

This highlight shows our results from neutron diffraction
measurements on two welds, one with a ferritic weld metal
and one with a fully austenitic weld where different stress
profiles are formed due to different cooling conditions, phase
transformation and deformation behavior upon cooling of
the weld metal. The two weld metals were chosen based on
preliminary fatigue testing of full-scale pipes showing that
girth welds with nickel-based weld metal exhibit improved
fatigue performance [2].

Important differences between the two weld metals are in the
solidus-liquidus ranges and in the microstructure. The temperature
range between the fully liquid state and the fully solidified state is
between 1250 ºC and 1350 ºC for the austenitic weld metal and
between 1500 ºC and 1520 ºC for the ferritic weld metal. The
microstructural differences are also significant. The ferritic welds
exhibit a solid state phase transition of γ-Fe (face centered cubic
austenite) to α-Fe (body centered cubic ferrite) at ≈ 720°C. There is
a volume expansion associated with this phase transformation that
alters the residual stress generated.
FIGURE 1: Neutron diffraction
geometry for a large pipe section
with girth weld in the tangential
measurement direction. The right
side shows the cross section
of the fully austenitic girth weld
and micrographs. Note the
sharp boundary between the
crystallographically different base
metal and the weld metal (outlined
by the dashed line). The micrograph
for the ferritic weld metal is not
shown, but grains sizes are of the
same order of magnitude as the
base metal.
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Also, in the ferritic welds the phase transformation refines
the as-solidified grain structure to small, often needle shaped
crystallites with typical sizes up to 20 μm, whereas the austenitic
nickel-based alloy weld metal retains the as-solidified columnar
grain structure with often millimeter size grains (lower right,
Fig. 1). The austenitic grains retain the face centered cubic crystal
structure from solidification to room temperature, thus allowing
for these large grains. As the heat transfer conditions change
from weld pass to weld pass, grain growth direction and local
texture change as well, which makes neutron strain measurements
very difficult in the weld region.
A fundamental underlying requirement of neutron diffraction
strain measurements is that the grains contributing to a
diffraction peak should be uniformly distributed within the gage
volume. With gage volume sizes of 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm, in
the case of the austenitic weld metal with large grain size very
few or no grains at all may fulfill the diffraction condition at a
given specimen orientation. Therefore, the grain average has to be
improved by oscillating the sample through rotation or translation
such that the oscillation does not introduce additional smoothing
of the strain gradient to be measured. This requirement represents
a considerable challenge when confronted with a pipe section of
508 mm diameter and 25.4 mm wall thickness. For example, the
specimen orientation shown in Fig. 1 allows a possible range of
oscillation that is limited to a rotation of the sample table (± 5 °)
and a small tangential translation (± 5 mm).

However, this shrinkage difference is not reflected to the same
extent in the axial stresses shown in Fig. 3. The near-surface
tensile stress band is similar for both welds in distribution and
magnitude. Both have magnitudes significantly lower than the
hoop stress, thus offering a buffer to the peak tensile stresses
arising from bending. However, no reduction in stress levels
comparable to the hoop direction was found in the nickel alloy
weld metal.
These are among the first measurements of residual stresses in
full-scale thick section pipes. One result of this work is that the
improved fatigue life in nickel-based weld metal compared to
ferritic weld metal cannot be ascribed to a reduction in axial
stress. It remains to be seen whether the explanation involves the
large differences in hoop stress. Another remaining question is
the role of microstructural differences in resisting fatigue crack
growth. This work provides high quality experimental data which
will aid in developing and calibrating finite element models for
predicting residual stresses in weld joints.

FIGURE 3: Comparison of axial stresses between the nickel-based alloy (top)
and the ferritic weld (bottom). Stress levels are given in MPa. The dashed
line corresponds to the girth weld region.

NT would like to acknowledge D. Lillig, M.D. Crawford and G.
Dunn, ExxonMobil Development Company for providing the
welded pipes used in this investigation and the support of Dr. R.
Ayer, ExxonMobil Research and Engineering.
FIGURE 2: Comparison of hoop stresses between the nickel-based alloy (top)
and the ferritic weld (bottom). Stress levels are given in MPa. The dashed
line corresponds to the girth weld region.

The principal stresses obtained from the two pipes along the three
principal directions (hoop, axial, radial) show the effects of the
aforementioned differences between weld metals. Butt welds of
the above shape have tensile hoop stresses (Fig. 2) that peak at
the level of the yield stress. While this is the case for both weld
metals, the nickel-based weld with the lower melting range shows
considerably less hoop stress since it does not build up shrinkage
stresses to the magnitude of the ferritic weld which has a much
higher melting range.
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Denser than Solid Hydrogen: Improving Hydrogen Storage
C. M. Brown,1 Y. Liu,1,2 H. Kabbour,3 D. A. Neumann,1 C. C. Ahn4
Chemical Physics

W

ith the strong dependence on other countries as
sources of fossil fuels, the high prices for oil, and
concerns about environmental impact of using these fuels,
there is intense interest in migrating to an environmentally
benign, low cost alternative. One research thrust is
investigating the use of clean-burning hydrogen. Specifically,
one of the key engineering challenges to building a clean,
efficient, hydrogen-powered car is how to design the fuel
tank. Here we describe a candidate storage metal-organicframework (MOF) material that displays high surface
density for physisorbed hydrogen.

directly to the unsaturated metal coordination sites within certain
classes of MOF materials. The highest observed enthalpies of
hydrogen adsorption known in physisorption systems are a direct
consequence of the attraction of hydrogen to these unsaturated,
or open, metal sites [1]. This increase in adsorption enthalpy is
necessary to increase the operating temperature of the storage
medium and may ultimately result in a room temperature storage
capability [2]. Despite this progress, there still remains the
requirement that large amounts of hydrogen need to be stored, yet
the low hydrogen surface packing density (SPD) of many carbonbased materials has limited their adsorption capabilities.

Storing enough hydrogen to allow a driving range equivalent
to a gasoline powered car requires either large tanks or high
pressures of gaseous hydrogen. While there are promising
mechanisms for storing large amounts of hydrogen in
solid materials that take up much less space than the
equivalent amount of gas, there remain several roadblocks to
commercialization. For instance, when stored on high surface
area materials, hydrogen is weakly bound and generally
requires low temperatures to achieve significant storage
capacities. In order to achieve technologically relevant levels
of gravimetric density, the density of adsorbed H2 must be
increased beyond levels attained for typical high surface
area carbons. In this highlight we report our work showing
a strong correlation between exposed and coordinatively
unsaturated metal centers (CUMCs) and enhanced hydrogen
surface packing density in many framework structures. In
particular, we show that the MOF-74 framework structure
with open Zn2+ sites displays the highest surface density for
physisorbed hydrogen in framework structures.

The metal organic framework MOF-74 resembles a bundle of
hexagonally packed drinking straws with edge sharing ZnO6
octahedra along the intersecting walls of three neighboring tubes
and the remaining ‘straw’ composed of the organic ligand linking
the metal oxide clusters. Unlike many MOF materials, MOF-74
contains exposed Zn2+ metal ions that can coordinate to solvents
or even hydrogen. Gas adsorption studies indicate a rather large
hydrogen enthalpy of adsorption of -8.8 kJ/mol, and a relatively
large excess hydrogen uptake capacity of 2.8 % mass fraction for a
modest surface area of 870 m2/g.

A key and challenging aspect of hydrogen storage research
is the ability to control the H2 binding energy that governs
the adsorption in materials ranging from microporous solids
to metal hydrides. In this regard, a very attractive property
of metal-organic frameworks (MOF), comprised of metal
ions linked via organic ligands into porous three-dimensional
solids, is that their pores can be engineered at the atomic
scale, thereby enabling some control over the H2 binding
interaction. Previously we have shown that hydrogen binds

FIGURE 1: A (001) view of the real-space Fourier-difference scatteringlength density superimposed with hexagonal pore structure of MOF-74,
indicating the location of the first adsorption sites (red-yellow regions) and
the second adsorption sites (yellow regions).
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Neutron powder diffraction experiments, using the BT-1
diffractometer, were performed to understand the local H2
environment at and around the exposed Zn2+ sites in MOF-74
[3]. A diffraction pattern was collected for the desolvated material
prior to adding D2. Subsequent Fourier difference mapping
(Fig. 1) and Rietveld analysis indicated the existence of extra
neutron scattering length density close to the Zn2+ ions in the
framework skeleton, as expected for hydrogen initially adsorbed
at the CUMC, with an interaction distance of 2.6 Å. Upon
additional loading of deuterium we can further identify two
more sites that generate a densely packed tube of hydrogen
within the pores of MOF-74 (Fig. 2). A more detailed study
of the packing geometry of the deuterium molecules reveals
that the second site lies above an oxygen triangle while the
third site is associated with the benzene ring of the linker with
deuterium-framework distances larger than 3 Å, as is typical
for the weak hydrogen interactions. Surprisingly, the second
and third adsorbed deuteriums both exhibit tremendously short
distances of 2.85 Å and 2.90 Å to the first adsorbed deuterium,
respectively. These individual distances are much shorter than the
3.6 Å intermolecular distance found for solid D2 under similar
measurement conditions and without the application of pressure
in both cases. Although the diffraction measurements were
performed at 4 K, the D2-D2 intermolecular spacings between the
first three adsorption sites shed light on the relatively large SPD
in MOF-74 at 77 K.

In order to evaluate the hydrogen surface density properties of
different adsorbents, we use the experimental surface packing
density obtained from gas adsorption studies. We can define
the SPD as the saturated excess mass adsorption of H2 per
unit surface area measured at 77 K (e.g., the nitrogen derived
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller ‘BET’ or Langmuir surface areas).
A plot of the SPD value for MOF-74 and a selection of other
framework materials is given in Fig. 3. Evidently, the presence
of unsaturated metal centers in MOFs not only increases the
enthalpy for hydrogen adsorption, but also allows for hydrogen
molecules to be held closer together when adsorbed. Surprisingly,
in the case of MOF-74 the hydrogen molecules are even closer
together at 77 K than in solid hydrogen at 4 K, in agreement with
the diffraction data.

FIGURE 3: The surface packing density (SPD) of hydrogen in metal-organic
frameworks is typically less than that obtained in activated carbon
adsorbents (dashed black line). MOFs with SPD values above the line contain
CUMCs. Excess hydrogen adsorption capacities are indicated by the dashed
blue and solid green curves.

In this study, we have demonstrated a strong correlation between
exposed CUMCs in framework structures and larger associated
SPD’s. These observations provide an avenue to improve the
gravimetric H2 uptake by increasing the surface-packing density
of hydrogen. The study of MOF-74 with neutron powder
diffraction alongside isotherm measurements shows that H2
adsorbed on the MOF-74 surface has a higher surface density at
77 K than that of solid H2 at ≈ 4 K and zero pressure.
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pores of MOF-74 (partial cross-section shown for clarity. Zn : blue, C : grey,
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from the first three adsorption sites. Deuterium molecules are connected if
the distance between D2 molecules is less than 3.65 Å.
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Structure of Li2Ca(NH)2 and Hydrogen Storage Mechanisms in
the Amide-Hydride System
Hui Wu1
Chemical Physics

S

uitable hydrogen storage materials with the on-board
operating capabilities for fuel-cell vehicular applications
is one of the major challenges to widespread use of hydrogen
as a primary fuel and to reduce dependence on fossil fuel
and emissions of greenhouse gases. LiNH2 with a hydrogen
storage potential up to 10.4 % mass fraction has been viewed
as a promising hydrogen storage system [1]. However, its
practical application for hydrogen storage is limited because
of its low hydrogen equilibrium pressure (< 0.01 bar) and
high desorption temperature (Tdes > 320 °C). Another
feature of this system that complicates the decomposition
mechanism is the competing release of ammonia from
LiNH2 at high temperature. To reduce the desorption/
absorption temperatures (Tdes/ Tabs) of pure LiNH2/Li2NH,
in addition to the use of catalysts and reduced particle size,
several investigations have been conducted on the effects of
hydride additives (LiH, MgH2, CaH2) on the ratio Tdes/Tabs
and the amount of ammonia released [2,3]. In some cases it
has been claimed that the ratio Tdes/Tabs of the mixed amide/
hydride systems can be significantly reduced compared to the
results for pure LiNH2. However, the hydrogen storage and
release mechanism of these amide/hydride mixed systems
has not been established mainly due to the lack of accurate
crystallographic information on the ternary imides formed
after dehydrogenation.
In our recent study in LiNH2-CaH2 system [4], we have
determined the crystal structure of Li2Ca(ND)2 by neutron
powder diffraction (NPD), and proposed a mechanism for
the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation of the mixed amide and
hydride system. This finding holds the key to understanding
the hydrogen storage mechanism in such systems, and is
critical for rational development of better candidates for
hydrogen storage.
Figure 1 shows the crystal structure of Li2Ca(ND)2 with D
randomly distributed on one of the three sites around each N
atom. In this structure each Ca is coordinated with six ND2anions forming a nearly regular Ca[ND]6 octahedron with
six equal Ca-N bonds (2.527 Å); each Li is bonded with four
ND2- anions with Li-N bond lengths in a range of

2.167 Å to 2.291 Å. The large difference in the size and
coordination preference of Li and Ca drives the formation of
an ordered arrangement of alternating Ca[NH]6-octahedra and
Li[NH]4-tetrahedra along the c axis. Therefore, Li2Ca(NH)2
can actually be viewed as a combined-imide structure consisting
of two different imide layers. Alternatively, Li2Ca(NH)2 can be
described as a layered structure consisting of infinite 2D slabs
of edge-shared Ca[NH]6-octahedra, which are separated by the
motif of Li cations (Fig. 2), as in many “Li-intercalated” layered
oxides.

FIGURE 1: Experimental (circles), calculated (red line), and difference (grey
line) NPD profiles for Li2Ca(ND)2 at 15 K. The patterns also contain peaks
from small amounts of LiND2 (1.09 % mass fraction) and CaND
(2.98 % mass fraction). Vertical bars indicate the calculated positions of
Bragg peaks for Li2Ca(ND)2, LiND2 and CaND (from the top), respectively.
λ = 1.5403 Å. Inset: (Left) off-[110] view of the trigonal structure of
Li2Ca(NH)2 (P3m1). Ca(NH)6-octahedra are in green; Li(NH)4-tetrahedra are
in yellow. Ca, Li and N atoms are represented by large pink, yellow, and blue
spheres, respectively. H atoms are randomly distributed at one of the three
white sites around each N atom. (Right) Layered structure of Li2Ca(NH)2 viewed
as a “combined imide” consisting of ordered CaNH-layer and Li2NH-layer.

To understand the formation of the Li2Ca(NH)2, intermediate
products at different dehydrogenation stages of 2LiNH2 + CaH2
mixture were monitored using x-ray diffraction (XRD), and
the hydrogen contents were determined by the prompt gamma
neutron activation (PGAA) technique. In the early stage of
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desorption the sample contains a multi-phase mixture, including
CaNH, Li2NH, CaH2, and LiNH2. Upon further desorption,
CaNH, Li2NH and LiNH2 remain, with the continued presence
of Li2Ca(NH)2 and the absence of CaH2. After complete
dehydriding, the product contains single-phase Li2Ca(NH)2.
Rehydrogenating this product results in a mixture of CaNH,
LiNH2 and LiH, differing from the initial mixture
2LiNH2 + CaH2. From these results, we proposed a mechanism
for dehydrogenation of the 2LiNH2 + CaH2 mixture,
hydrogenation of Li2Ca(NH)2, and desorption of the rehydrogenated product, which we believe best explains our
structure results and the chemistry of the system.

with the negatively charged Li-vacancy and bond with NH- to
form a NH2- group. In the layers of CaNH there is no mobile
species, i.e., protons in NH- groups are covalently bonded and
Ca2+ cations are too heavy and too large to migrate. Consequently,
the “inert” CaNH remains. Continuous ion movement and
interactions in Li2NH-layer will finally dissociate Li2Ca(NH)2
into LiNH2, LiH and unreacted CaNH, as observed in our XRD/
NPD results [4]. Li2Ca(NH)2 could absorb H2 at temperatures
≈ 130 °C lower than that of Li2NH [3,4]. Considering the
structural characteristics of the ternary imide, we believe that it
is the special layered structure with “intercalated” mobile Li ions
that is mainly responsible for the dramatically lowered Tabs. The
facile mobility of Li within the 2D channels is also confirmed by
the observed increasing nonstoichiometry at Li lattice sites with
elevated temperature.

FIGURE 2: Structure of Li2Ca(NH)2 viewed as an “intercalated” layered
structure consisting of 2D slabs of Ca(NH)6-octahedra separated by Li ion
motifs. Ca, Li, N and H atoms are colored as in Fig. 1. The facile motion of
Li assists the hydrogenation process with totally 1 H2 absorbed and final
products of CaNH, LiNH2 and LiH.

Scheme 1: Dehydrogenation of 2 LiNH2 + CaH2 with a total of 2H2 released
and products of CaNH, Li2NH and/or Li2Ca(NH)2 observed at various
desorption steps.

Previous study in LiNH2 indicated the presence of Frenkel
defect pairs (a charged interstitial [LiiLiNH2]+ and a lithium
vacancy [☐LiNH2]-) and the resulting motion of Li+ and H+ [5].
CaH2 with an anti-PbCl2 structure is known as an electrolyte
material with highly mobile H- ions (also created by the Frenkel
defect pair interstitial [CaH2Hi]- and vacancy [CaH☐H]+).
Therefore, both mobile Li+ and H+ in LiNH2 and H- in CaH2
are involved in the dehydrogenation at high temperature. Upon
dehydrogenation of LiNH2/CaH2 (see scheme 1 below), the
highly mobile, free H- anion in CaH2 and protonic H+ in LiNH2
can very easily combine to create H2 gas thanks to a very high
reaction enthalpy. The fast combination of H+ and H- leaves
[☐LiNH2]- and [CaH☐H]+ in LiNH2 and CaH2, respectively, and
drives the reaction between these two defects on the surface of
adjacent particles. When these processes occur, a mixture of
2LiNH2 + CaH2 will release 2H2 in total, consistent with the
hydrogen amount observed. More importantly, the participation
of H- enhances interaction between H- and H+ that promotes
hydrogen to be released at lower temperature, and suppresses the
interaction between H+ and NH2- that produces NH3.
During hydrogenation of the layered structure Li2Ca(NH)2
(Fig. 2), in the layer of Li2NH, mobile Li+ reacts rapidly with H2,
forming LiH and a proton. The proton produced will then react

In summary, the structure of ternary imide Li2Ca(NH)2 was
determined using NPD on a deuterated sample. Li2Ca(NH)2
crystallizes in a layered structure consisting of infinite 2D slabs
of edge-shared Ca[NH]6-octahedra separated by the motif of Li
cations. The movement of small mobile species such as Li+, H+
and H- has been shown to play a key role in both decomposition
and hydrogenation of LiNH2/CaH2. The major benefit of the
participation of H- is the enhanced interaction between H- and
H+ that promotes hydrogen release at a lower temperature, and a
reduction in the ammonia-producing interaction between H+ and
NH2-. The resultant ternary imide with a layered structure allows
a rapid Li+ movement, leading to a much lower Tabs compared to
Li2NH. Therefore, we conclude that the differently charged small
mobile species are primarily responsible for the reduced
Tdes/Tabs and for the reduced ammonia release in the mixed
amide / hydride system.
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Melilite as an Interstitial Oxygen Conducting Electrolyte

Chemical Physics

X. Kuang1, M.A. Green2,3, H. Niu1, P. Zajdel2,4, C. Dickinson1, J.B. Claridge1, L.
Jantsky1, M.J. Rosseinsky1

F

uel cells date to the mid-19th century when the concept
was first proposed by the Swiss chemist, Schonbein.
They have been widely applied through the years, including
providing both electricity and drinking water (as a byproduct) in NASA space programs. As opposed to batteries
which generate electricity from stored chemical energy,
fuel cells generate electricity directly by electrochemically
combining fuel and oxygen. Electricity is produced as
hydrogen moves from the anode side to combine with
oxygen moving from the cathode side. The reaction product
is environmentally benign water. Although they have greatly
improved since the alkali-based cells used in the Apollo space
program, fuels cells are still not competitive in cost or power
output with the ubiquitous internal combustion engine.
The development of more efficient systems requires the
identification of new materials. The ceramic Solid Oxide
Fuel Cell (SOFC) is a particularly promising variety
and is characterized by very favorable power output but
at the cost of high operating temperature (≈ 850 °C), a
prerequisite to generating sufficient oxygen mobility. The
time presently taken to heat a typical commercial fuel cell
to its operating temperature is around 45 min and the
US Department of Energy would like this to fall to less
than 2 min. Oxide mobility in solids is associated with
defects. Although anion vacancies are the charge carriers
in most cases, excess (interstitial) oxide anions give high
conductivities in isolated polyhedral anion structures such as
the apatites. The development of new families of interstitial
oxide conductors with less restrictive structural constraints
requires an understanding of the mechanisms enabling both
incorporation and mobility of the excess oxide.
Neutron diffraction (ND) allowed us to show how the
two-dimensionally connected tetrahedral gallium oxide
network in the melilite structure, La1.54 Sr0.46Ga3O7.27 (Fig. 1),
stabilizes oxygen interstitials by local relaxation around
them, affording an oxide ion conductivity of 0.02 S cm−1 to
0.1 S cm−1 over the 600 °C to 900 °C temperature range [1].

To identify the mobile oxygen species in La1.54 Sr0.46Ga3O7.27, we
collected ND data on the BT-1 diffractometer at the NCNR.
Refinement showed that all sites were fully occupied. Difference
Fourier map calculations showed positive scattering density within
the tetrahedral layers at the Ga1-Ga2 level between the La/Sr
cations along the c-axis direction (labeled O4 in Figs. 1 and 2)
the occupancy of which was refined to 0.136(5). The refined total
oxygen content of 7.27(1) per formula unit agrees well with the
oxygen over-stoichiometry obtained through other measurements.
Refinement of anisotropic atomic displacement showed a
considerable amount of positional disorder, presumably associated
with the interstitial oxygen.

FIGURE 1: Structure of La1.54Sr0.46Ga3O7.27 which stabilizes in the
melilite structure. The O4 positions indicate additional interstitial oxygen ions,
not found in the parent structure.

Further, we performed maximum-entropy method (MEM)
analysis, known to minimize a bias imposed by the structural
model within Rietveld refinement, which confirmed the existence
of the oxygen interstitial (see Fig. 2). The additional scattering
density around all the atom sites is assigned to positional disorder
associated with the local structural relaxations required to
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accommodate the interstitial oxygen.
In order to address the possible oxide diffusion pathway,
a comparison can be made between the ambient and high
temperature (800 °C) ND data. Rietveld refinement of the 800 °C
ND data reveals the interstitial oxygen is essentially constrained
around the 4e sites in the tunnels. But the thermal parameters
for O4 are now extremely flattened within the layer, reflecting
predominant motion within the gallate layer. The scattering
density of the framework oxygen atoms shows elongation in
the MEM-derived density compared with that at ambient
temperature. At 800 °C, the additional scattering density in the
MEM analysis is due to the gallate framework vibrational motion
with no apparent additional scattering density between the
neighboring O4 sites and between O4 and bulk oxygen sites. This
is consistent with a direct interstitial (single particle) mechanism
for the oxygen diffusion rather than the direct involvement of
framework oxygen atoms.

A simple model for relaxation around the defect that involves
those Ga2, La/Sr O1 and O3 species neighboring O4 being
displaced to (Ga2)L, (La/Sr)L, (O1)L and (O3)L sites was
refined. The resulting bulk structure and the local defect
structure at the O4 interstitial oxygen are shown in Figs. 3a
and 3b, respectively. O4 is accommodated by the synergy of the
change in bonding geometry at Ga2, modification of polyhedral
internal and bridging angles, and counterion displacement. The
displacement of (Ga2)L towards O4 shortens this galliumoxygen bond from 2.13(2)Å in the average structure to 1.81(2)Å,
clearly showing that the interstitial O enters the coordination
environment of one of the two distinct framework gallium
centers. This relaxation process shows the ability of the melilite
structure to accommodate the interstitial oxygen ion via local
lattice relaxation as well as to sustain oxygen mobility, which
opens up many new structural families of materials as candidate
interstitial oxide conductors.

FIGURE 3: Structural relaxation around the interstitial oxide. The bulk
structure (a) and local defect structure (b) around the oxygen interstitial
O4. (O1)L is, unlike (O3)L, not directly bound to (Ga2)L but relaxes away
from interstitial O4, accommodated by a change in bond and bridging angles
at Ga2. The O2 above the two Ga2 centers was omitted for clarity.
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FIGURE 2: Comparison of the nuclear scattering density of
La1.54Sr0.46Ga3O7.27 as obtained from maximum entropy analysis maps.
The (001) projections (top) and corresponding scattering density at z = 0
(below) are shown at ambient (left) and 800 °C (right).
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Quasi-free Methyl Rotation in Zeolitic Imidazolate
Framework-8 (ZIF8)
Chemical Physics

W. Zhou1,2, H. Wu1,2, T. J. Udovic1, J. J. Rush1,2, and T. Yildirim1,3

I

n general, the accurate determination of interatomic
potentials in solids is very challenging. However, there
are cases where molecules within solids undergo sharp
quantum tunneling transitions which, because they depend
exponentially on these potentials, provide a stringent test
of modern computational methods. Direct measurement
of these transitions by neutron spectroscopy thus provides
a very powerful probe of interatomic potentials. Especially
rare and important are those cases where a low barrier to
rotational tunneling provides exquisite sensitivity to the
interatomic potential. Here we highlight our recent work
on such a system, ZIF8 [1].

Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) [2,3] are a
recently developed class of compounds made up of MN4
(M = Co, Cu, Zn, etc.) clusters linked together with
imidazolate ligands to provide tunable nanosized pores.
ZIF8 (Zn[MeIM]2, MeIM = 2-methylimidazolate) is a
prototypical ZIF compound [4]. An intriguing feature of
the ZIF8 structure (Fig. 1a) is its methyl groups, bound to
the imidazolate ligands (Fig. 1b). The relatively isolated
methyl group in ZIF8 is oriented toward the large cavity
of the porous ZIF8 structure and thus exhibits quasi-free
rotation, restricted only slightly by interatomic barriers.
Tunneling of the methyl groups through these barriers at
low temperatures probes the interatomic potential in detail.

FIGURE 1: (a) ZIF8 crystal structure of (space group I43m). The
3-D open framework consists of ZnN4 clusters (the tetrahedra)
connected by 2-methylimidazolate (MeIM) linkers. The central spacefilling sphere denotes the pore structure. For clarity, only the H atoms
associated with the methyl groups are shown. (b) The structure of
the MeIM linker. (c) The ellipsoids of the MeIM linker obtained from
ZIF8 neutron-diffraction data at 3.5 K.

Neutron diffraction measurements of ZIF8 and deuterated ZIF8
(D-ZIF8) using the BT-1 diffractometer indicated that the host
lattice maintains the same structure between 3.5 K and 300 K.
It should be noted that the torsional amplitudes of the methyl
groups are quite large (Fig. 1c), but they suggest a mainly 3-fold
character for the rotational potential. Torsional energies
E (≈ 2.9 meV for CH3 and ≈ 1.7 meV for CD3 at 3.5 K)
were estimated from diffraction-derived torsional amplitudes
within the harmonic approximation, (although the “harmonic
assumption” is clearly questionable for large rotational
amplitudes).
For 1-D rigid rotation, it is well established that the quantum
rotational levels are determined by the stationary Schrödinger
equation. For a free CH3 rotor, the J = 0→1 transition energy
(splitting of the ground state rotational level) is equal to
0.655 meV. For a non-zero rotational barrier, this transition
energy decreases with increasing barrier height. To quantitatively
probe the methyl-group rotations, we measured the 0→1
rotational transition of ZIF8 by neutron spectroscopy at
334 ± 1 μeV (Fig. 2). The lack of mode-splitting indicates little
methyl-methyl coupling. The corresponding CD3 tunneling
transition in D-ZIF8 was measured with both the HFBS and
DCS spectrometers at 33 ± 1 μeV (at much lower energy due
to the 2×-higher CD3 moment of inertia compared to CH3).
Additional DCS measurements for ZIF8 showed a broad peak
at ≈ 2.7 ± 0.1 meV, which we tentatively assigned to the J = 0→2
level, although framework modes could also contribute here. If
we assume a pure 3-fold barrier to rotation, the 334 μeV tunnel
splitting for ZIF8, combined with a second rotational level of
2.7 meV, predicts a very low barrier height of 6 meV. The 33 μeV
tunnel splitting for D-ZIF8 suggests a slightly higher barrier of
about 8 meV for the CD3 groups.
At higher temperatures (≈ 30 K and above), the tunneling gives
way to classical jump reorientation as the peaks shift toward
the elastic line and broaden (Fig. 2 inset). Figure 3 shows the
temperature dependence of the quasielastic linewidths (Γ) for
ZIF8 plotted in an Arrhenius fashion. The activation energy Ea
for 3-fold jump reorientation can be estimated from the slope
under the assumption that the methyl groups reorient through
a jump diffusion process by thermal activation over the barrier.
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The transformation from 3-fold jump to rotational diffusion is
manifested by the nonlinear nature of the Arrhenius plot with
increasing temperature. We estimated an activation energy of
≈ 3 meV from the slope associated with the data between 30 K
and 40 K. (At higher temperatures (> 50 K), this model loses
its validity as the thermal energy is comparable to the barrier
height.) Further assuming that this Ea was a measure of the
distance from the first-excited rotational (J = 2) level (tentatively
assigned at 2.7 meV) to the top of the potential barrier, and
estimating a zero-point energy of ½(2.7 meV), led to a barrier
height of about 7 meV, close to that predicted above for a 3-fold
potential.

To obtain further insight, we calculated the rotational barrier
using density functional theory (DFT). From the optimized
structure, we performed total-energy calculations as a function
of the rotational angle of the methyl group. For simplicity, we
only rotated one methyl group in the unit cell. Interestingly,
the calculated results (Fig. 4), which can only be considered
qualitative, predict a shape of the potential that includes
both 3-fold and smaller 6-fold terms and a barrier height of
≈ 6.6 meV, consistent with the value determined from the various
neutron scattering measurements.
Thus, all the results of our study show the existence of an unusual
(for a solid) quasi-free rotational potential for CH3 groups
in ZIF8. The high methyl-group tunneling energies and low
hindered rotational transitions combined with the results of
quasielastic neutron scattering provide a rotational barrier of
about 7 meV, largely 3-fold and consistent with first-principles
calculations. Two previous examples of quasi-free methyl
rotation are 4-methyl pyridine [5] and Li acetate dehydrate [6],
which have high tunneling transitions and low rotational barriers.
Yet, both show methyl-methyl coupling effects, which result in
complex tunneling spectra. In contrast, the ZIF8 spectrum shows
no evidence of sidebands, which indicates “independent” rotation
of CH3 groups and therefore provides a “textbook” example of
rotational tunneling in a low-barrier system.

FIGURE 2: ZIF8 tunneling spectrum at 1.4 K using the DCS spectrometer
with 7 Å neutrons (≈ 18 μeV resolution). (inset) Evolution of the tunneling
spectrum with temperature using the FCS spectrometer with 6 Å neutrons
(≈ 70 μeV resolution).

FIGURE 4: Rotational potential of the methyl group in ZIF8, obtained from
DFT calculations. Dotted lines are the fit to a 3-fold/6-fold mixed potential.
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Understanding the Origin of Toughness in Double-Network
Hydrogels
S. Lee, V. R. Tirumala, T. Tominaga, E. K. Lin, W.-L. Wu1; M. Nagao2,3
Soft Matter/Polymers

R

ecent advances in the synthesis of hydrogels have
resulted in materials with fracture toughness
comparable to that of articular cartilage [1]. The
toughness arises from the combination of a stiff but brittle
crosslinked polyelectrolyte (poly-2-acrylamido-2-methyl1-propanesulfonic acid, PAMPS) and a soft and pliable
neutral linear polymer (polyacrylamide, PAAm). This class
of hydrogels has been named double-network hydrogels
(DN-gels). Although many polymer pairs have been tested,
only a few give rise to hydrogels with superior toughness.
This observation suggests that some specific compositiondependent associations between polymer pairs in the
DN hydrogel may play an important role in shaping the
toughness of DN-gels.

brought the neutron scattering contrast between d3PAAm
and the solvent to zero, thus the dynamics of PAMPS chains
could be measured using NSE. In this study, the total polymer
concentration of the mixtures is kept constant (0.5 mol/L) while
the concentration of PAMPS and PAAm are varied (PAMPS:
(0.375, 0.125, 0.0625, 0.03125) mol/L). NSE measurements were
conducted at 25 oC on the NG5-NSE beamline at the NCNR
using a 6 Å wavelength incident beam.
Figure 1 shows the intermediate scattering functions for the pure
0.5 mol/L aqueous PAMPS solution. Over the entire q-range the
results can be modeled as a single exponential function, i.e., the
relaxation time (τaa(q)) can be obtained by fitting the equation
.

In our previous work, small angle neutron scattering was
used to measure the molecular structure of DN-gels under
static conditions as well as under deformation [2, 3]. The
surprising outcome of these experiments is that both the
PAMPS and the PAAm become more homogeneous when in
the presence of each other than in pure water by themselves.
This result suggested that there could be associations such
as hydrogen bonding between the charged and uncharged
molecules [4]. We further noticed that even within DNgels made of PAMPS and PAAm, only those with a volume
ratio near 1:7 (PAMPS : PAAm) exhibit extraordinarily
tough mechanical strength [2]. This result suggests that
the interchain association strength depends not only on the
chemical structure of the constituents but also on the molar
ratio between these two components.
In order to clarify the nature and the origin of interchain
associations between PAMPS and PAAm, we performed
a neutron spin-echo (NSE) study to determine the chain
dynamics over a broad scale of frequency and length in the
PAMPS and PAAm solution blends. The solution blends
were prepared by mixing linear polymer solutions of PAMPS
and d3PAAm at various volume ratios. Pure PAMPS and
d3PAAm solutions were prepared by UV-initiated free-radical
polymerization of their monomers in D2O with 2-oxoglutaric
acid. By adjusting the ratio between D2O and H2O, we

FIGURE 1: Partial intermediate scattering function of PAMPS in 0.5 mol/L
PAMPS solution.

In all solution blend samples, the intermediate scattering
functions are also single exponential functions similar to that of
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the pure PAMPS solution. This observation indicates that the
presence of neutral polymers does not induce any unexpected
dynamics of the PAMPS chain over all the q-range probed.
The q-dependent relaxation spectrum of PAMPS chain in
PAMPS/ PAAm solution blends seems to follow qualitatively
the static structure Saa(q) measured by small angle neutron
scattering (SANS). However, it is interesting to note that the
relaxation time measured at the lowest accessible q ≈ 0.05
Å-1 (Fig. 2) exhibits a maximum in the solution blend with
0.0625 mol/L PAMPS. This result is surprising since the static
structure revealed by SANS does not exhibit an anomaly at this
composition; the normalized low q intensity of SANS simply
increases gradually with a decrease in PAMPS concentration [2].
The slower relaxation at 0.0625 mol/L PAMPS concentration
is significant because it is close to the PAMPS:PAAm ratio at
which a maximum in the toughness of DN-gels was observed
[2]. Using the experimentally measured q-dependent relaxation
time, the static structures measured by SANS, and Akcasu et al.’s
theoretical model [5] for chain dynamics in a multi-component
polymer solution, we calculated the effective solvent viscosity.
Again, the effective solvent viscosity for the PAMPS chain within
the solution blends exhibits a maximum at the 0.0625 mol/L
PAMPS concentration (Fig. 3). It is noteworthy that the high q
portion of the data of the relaxation spectrum dictates the value
of the effective viscosity, whereas the result given in Fig. 2 arises
from just the low q data. The above observation suggests that the
interchain association between PAMPS and PAAm manifests
itself throughout the entire q range probed by NSE.

In summary, both the relaxation time at the large length scale and
the segmental diffusion coefficient / the effective solvent viscosity
at the short length scale measured by NSE in PAMPS/PAAm
solution blends are in accord with the rheological and mechanical
behavior of the PAMPS/PAAm double network hydrogels.
To the best of our knowledge, this work represents one of the

first NSE measurements of polyelectrolyte solutions containing
neutral polymer. The NSE results can be modeled adequately with
the mean-field theory of Akcasu et al. [5] after it was modified to
include polyelectrolytes.

FIGURE 3: Effective solvent viscosity seen by PAMPS segment within
PAMPS/PAAm solution blends. A maximum is also located at a PAMPS/
PAAm molar ratio of 1/ 7. (The line is a guide to the eye.)
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FIGURE 2: A maximum in the relaxation time of PAMPS (τaa) is observed to
locate at a PAMPS/ PAAm molar ratio of 1 to 7. (The line is a guide to the
eye.)
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Nanoparticle-directed Self-assembly of Block-copolymers:
Measurement of 3D Order
Soft Matter/Polymers
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Satija2, P. Butler2, E. J. Amis3

S

elf-assembly is a promising route for creation of
high-fidelity and high-density nanostructures but
many questions regarding the fundamental behavior of
self-assembly remain unanswered. Quantifying the threedimensional order of self-assembled nanostructures,
especially in the interior of thin films, remains challenging.
We present a simple and robust strategy for directing the
self-assembly of block-copolymers. The technique uses
nanoparticles with tunable surface energy (via ultravioletozone (UVO) oxidation), cast onto flat substrates, where the
spin-casting conditions can be tuned to control roughness.
These surfaces can induce block-copolymer lamellae to orient
either parallel or perpendicular to the substrate. In order to
quantify the order within these thin films, we used rotational
small-angle neutron scattering in combination with neutron
reflectometry to reconstruct the sample reciprocal space.
We demonstrate that by carefully modeling the data, we
can extract quantitative information regarding the angular
distribution of lamellae.
Block-copolymers are an archetypal self-assembling system,
and are being actively pursued for a variety of applications,
from microporous membranes to lithographic resists [1].
Crucial to many applications is control of the orientation of
the well-ordered phases that develop in block-copolymers
during annealing. Hashimoto and collaborators [2]
demonstrated the use of rough substrates to bias the
orientation of block-copolymer assembly. Building upon
this work, we investigated the use of nanoparticle surface
treatments as a means of generating substrates of controlled
roughness. In particular, spin-casting conditions (solution
concentration and spin speed) can be used to control the
roughness of the resulting layer. The organic-coated silica
nanoparticles (20 nm diameter) are amenable to UVO
oxidation treatment, which converts the hydrophobic
particles to hydrophilic. Thus, the average surface energy can
be tuned over a wide range by UVO exposure time. This dual
control of roughness and surface energy allows us to select
the substrate conditions most conducive to a desired kind of
self-assembled order.

We investigated the well-studied lamellar-forming blockcopolymer polystyrene-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-PMMA).
By casting a film thickness gradient of copolymer over the
nanoparticle substrate, we were able to investigate the interplay
between film thickness and substrate interactions. Remarkably,
we discovered that the surface orientation of lamellae cast on
the rough nanoparticles substrates oscillated with film thickness
(see Fig. 1). Atomic force microscopy indicated that the
orientation of lamellae at the surface was horizontal for some
thicknesses (lamellae sheets lying parallel; flat along substrate
and air interfaces) and vertical for others (sheets perpendicular;
‘standing up’ with respect to the substrate). This theoreticallyimplied, but now experimentally verified, oscillation between
orientations points to the key role of film confinement and
interfacial interaction in determining the final order. However,
atomic force microscopy measurements are fundamentally limited
to measuring surface morphology, and cannot probe within a thin
film. For instance, the fingerprint pattern assigned as ‘vertical
lamellae’ in Fig. 1 could conceivably arise from a section through
a randomly-orientated lamellar phase.

FIGURE 1: As a function of film thickness, the orientation oscillates between
vertical and horizontal states. Typical atomic-force micrographs of ‘vertical’
(top) and ‘horizontal’ (bottom) lamellae orientations formed on nanoparticleroughened substrates.

Neutron scattering measurements can provide the missing
information about the internal arrangement of nanostructured
thin films. We used semi-deuterated block-copolymers, where
one block has hydrogens replaced with deuteriums, which scatter
neutrons strongly and yield characteristic patterns in a small-
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angle neutron scattering (SANS) geometry. We further employed
the ‘rotational SANS’ variant, whereby we acquire a scattering
image across a wide range of sample rotation angles. Each angle
measures a ‘slice’ through the three-dimensional reciprocal space
of the sample, and the angular sweep thus reconstructs the full
reciprocal space. Since the scattering pattern at each angle arises
from periodic order along a particular plane in the sample, the
reconstructed reciprocal space in principle contains information
about the order in every possible orientation. Figure 2 shows a
Qx-Qz slice through the reconstructed sample reciprocal space,
for three representative thin films. The z-axis points along the
sample normal, with the sample lying in the xy-plane. Scattering
intensity along the x-axis thus originates from in-plane periodic
structures, whereas intensity along the z-axis originates from
nanostructures whose periodicity is along the film normal. The
Qx-Qz slices provide information about the range of lamellae
orientations from vertical to horizontal (note that the y-direction
is essentially identical to the x-direction since the samples had no
preferred in-plane direction). The peak at Qx = 0.16 nm–1 occurs
due to vertical lamellae, whereas the scattering intensity near the
Qz axis arises from horizontal lamellae. Importantly, the data
allow us to rule out a completely random internal arrangement
of lamellae, since this would lead to uniform isotropic scattering
for all Q = Q x 2 + Q z 2 = 0.16 nm–1. It is also clear that the extent
of vertical order is affected by film thickness. A small variation
in the thickness of the film causes the vertical peak to nearly
disappear.

FIGURE 2: Rotational SANS reciprocal-space reconstructions for three
different film thicknesses (top row) show varying intensity of the vertical
peak. The associated best-fit models (bottom row) provide insight into the
angular distribution of the lamellae.

We can quantify the order by fitting the data to a model for
the scattering from lamellar structures. We extend a literature
model [3], where the angular distribution can be decoupled
from the scattering of a lamellar ‘stack’, and explicitly include
the instrumental broadening [4]. By minimizing the sum of
the squared-residuals between the model and the experimental
data, we can determine the angular distribution of lamellae that
best describes our samples. Figure 3 shows extracted angular

distributions for the three samples shown in Fig. 2, along
with schematics of the inferred ordering. Variations in film
thickness change the proportion between vertical and horizontal
ordering. The rotational SANS technique cannot acquire
data at near-grazing angles due to strong reflection from the
substrate interface. However, neutron reflectometry is perfectly
complementary in this regard, since it is sensitive to order in
the film normal direction (the horizontal lamellae stacking).
By using neutron reflectometry, we were able to corroborate
the best-fit models obtained from the rotational SANS data:
for some thicknesses, the horizontal lamellae form, whereas for
other thicknesses their formation is suppressed. Moreover, the
reflectometry makes it clear that the formation of horizontal
lamellae is disrupted near the rough substrate interface.

FIGURE 3: Best-fit orientational distribution of lamellae for the samples
shown in Figure 2 (top row). The vertical peaks (0˚) are broader than the
horizontal peaks (± 90˚). Schematics of orientational order (bottom row)
can be constructed from the distribution.

This analysis of the three-dimensional order helps elucidate the
origin of the orientational changes. Block-copolymer lamellae
on flat substrates always form horizontal sheets due to the strong
wetting at the substrate interface. By introducing roughness,
this wetting is disrupting, thereby making the vertical state
energetically accessible. The oscillation as a function of thickness
arises due to commensurability. When the film thickness is
equal to a whole number of lamellae sheets, this arrangement
is energetically favored. However, when the film thickness
is incommensurate, and a whole number of layers cannot be
formed, the horizontal state is unstable and the vertical state
is instead the energy minimum. Combining the atomic force
microscopy, neutron reflectometry, and rotational SANS thus
gives a remarkably thorough picture of the film structure. By
modeling the rotational SANS data, we can obtain quantitative
angular distributions for the nanostructures, which are found
to be consistent with the atomic force microscopy and neutron
reflectometry data. This represents a general strategy that can be
applied to a wide variety of nanostructures that assemble in thin
films.
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Investigating the Structural Mechanisms of Shear Banding
Using Spatially-resolved Flow-SANS
Soft Matter/Polymers

Matthew E. Helgeson and Norman J. Wagner1; Lionel Porcar2

S

hear banding is a flow-induced phenomenon observed
in a wide variety of materials, including highly entangled
polymers, self-assembled surfactants, colloidal suspensions,
and pastes. Its rheological and macroscopic signatures have
been well-studied for over a decade, yet surprisingly little is
known about the underlying microstructural mechanism(s)
that give rise to shear banding in soft matter. In this report,
we demonstrate the capabilities of a new shear cell for
spatially-resolved small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
measurements in the flow-gradient (1-2) plane to elucidate
the microstructural mechanisms by which shear banding
occurs in a model wormlike micellar surfactant solution.
Perhaps the most well-studied fluids that exhibit shear
banding are viscoelastic wormlike micelle (WLM) solutions,
comprised of long, entangled threadlike aggregates of
amphiphilic molecules [1]. Shear banding in these systems
was originally observed visually as birefringent bands near the
rotating wall of a Couette flow geometry [2]. The signature of
banding is segregation of the flow field into two fluid layers,
one at a high shear rate and one at a low shear rate, that span
the flow geometry. These bands coincide with a stress plateau
in steady state shear rheological measurements, (Fig. 1).

FIGURE 1: Diagram of the 1-2 plane flow-SANS shear cell. A plot of
the neutron transmission demonstrates the gap resolution obtainable.
The illustration shows the ability to probe gap-resolved structure in the
two different shear bands.

Rheological theories that explain this behavior assume a nonmonotonic constitutive stress-rate relationship, similar to a van
der Waals loop equation of state for first order phase transitions
[3]. This has led many investigators to propose that shear banding
coincides with an underlying shear-induced phase transition. For
example, the cationic surfactant CTAB in D2O is known to shear
band in the vicinity of an equilibrium isotropic-nematic (I-N)
transition [4]. However, rigorous validation of this mechanism
remains elusive, due to challenges in measuring separately the
surfactant aggregate microstructure in both the high-shear and
low-shear bands.
Recently, we have developed the ability to measure spatiallyresolved microstructure under shear via SANS by using a short
gap Couette cell and collimating the incident neutron beam down
the gap (vorticity axis). A slit aperture enables collecting SANS
from slices in the flow-gradient (1-2) plane of shear [5]. These
1-2 plane flow-SANS measurements provide several capabilities
lacking in other techniques to measure structure under shear,
namely: (1) the size ranges accessible by SANS cover the relevant
microstructural scales of WLM solutions (e.g., micelle radius,
persistence length, mesh size, etc.); (2) measurements in the 1-2
plane allow quantification of both the segmental orientation and
degree of alignment, whereas more common measurements in the
1-3 plane measure only a projection of the segmental alignment
[4]; (3) the slit aperture provides gap-resolved measurements of the
structure, which allows discrimination between the high-shear and
low-shear bands. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the shear cell and
demonstration of these capabilities.
In this highlight, we report results for a model shear banding WLM
of the cationic surfactant CTAB at 0.49 mol/L (490 mM) and
32 °C, for which the rheology and shear banding are wellcharacterized [6]. Flow-SANS measurements are performed at
seven positions across the 1.35 mm Couette gap using a 0.1 mm slit.
Figure 2 displays a visual summary of the results, where the intensity
ring is a correlation peak due to segment-segment interactions.
Anisotropy in this ring indicates segmental flow alignment, with
high alignment typical for a nematic phase. A significant difference
in scattering anisotropy is observed between positions in the lowshear and high-shear bands (also shown in Fig 1.)
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The high degree of microstructural order observed at the highest
shear rates is consistent with a flow-aligned nematic order,
significantly less order is observed for non-banding WLM solutions
at comparable shear rates [6]. This is further confirmed through
sector-averaged plots of the intensity in the flow-aligned direction
(Fig. 4), which show that the low shear band has a nearly identical
structure to the fluid at rest, whereas the high-shear band shows
an increase in sharpness and location of the structure peak similar
to what is observed for an equilibrium nematic phase (shown for
reference.) This confirms the hypothesis that shear banding results
from a shear-induced I-N transition for CTAB. This is in contrast
to some other surfactant systems that show a transition to a biphasic
network structure [5]. Nonetheless, in both systems, the underlying
thermodynamic phase behavior plays a critical role in determining
how and when a fluid will exhibit shear banding.
FIGURE 2: Two-dimensional scattering plots for nominal applied shear
rates and normalized gap positions spanning the shear banding transition
for the CTAB sample. The black line indicates the measured location of the
interface between the high-shear and low-shear bands.

The average segmental orientation, φo, of the micelles relative to the
flow direction is defined in Fig. 1, where 0° < φo < 45°. Similarly,
the net segmental alignment is given by the alignment factor, Af,
which characterizes the orientational order in the fluid [6]. As the
average shear rate at each gap position is known from independent
velocimetry measurements [6], all of the data can be plotted as
master curves of φo and Af versus the local shear rate (Fig. 3). Doing
so demonstrates a clear transition at φo ≈ 10° and Af ≈ 0.15, where
a jump in orientation and alignment occurs between the low-shear
and high-shear bands. Predictions from a constitutive model that
couples the fluid’s rheology and micellar orientation order are in
excellent quantitative agreement in both low and high shear states.

FIGURE 4: Sector-averaged intensity in the flow direction for the shear
rates indicated. Open symbols show structure in the high-shear (red) and
low-shear (blue) bands. The sharpening of the peak at high rates is similar
to what is observed for a flow-aligned nematic phase at rest (black).

In conclusion, spatially-resolved 1-2 plane flow-SANS
measurements enable direct measurement of the mesophase
microstructure and orientational order of WLMs in each shear
band under flow. The results provide critical information that is
being used to test and refine microstructure-based models of shear
banding [6]. This technique is unique in its ability to resolve local
structure in non-homogeneous flows and as such is a powerful
tool for quantitative interrogation of the nonlinear behavior of soft
matter under shear.
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A Facile Route for Creating Reverse Vesicles in Organic Liquids
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V

esicles are nanoscale containers formed in water and
enclosed by a bilayer of lipid molecules. They are of
great interest in drug delivery and nanomedicine due to their
ability to encapsulate hydrophilic solutes in their aqueous
interior. Much like such “normal” vesicles in water, one can
also envision their counterparts in organic, nonpolar solvents
(“oils”), which could be then termed “reverse” vesicles. If
reverse vesicles could be formed easily and reproducibly,
it is easy to imagine that they too could find numerous
applications such as encapsulation and controlled delivery
of hydrophobic solutes [1,2]. Here, we highlight our recent
work [3] on a simple route to forming stable unilamellar
reverse vesicles in nonpolar solvents such as cyclohexane. Our
method also offers a general framework for tuning reverse
aggregate geometry from reverse spherical micelles to reverse
cylindrical micelles and finally to reverse vesicles.
Figure 1 schematically contrasts normal and reverse vesicles
and also describes our method for forming the latter [3].
As is well-known, normal vesicles are formed in water
by the self-assembly of long-tailed phospholipids such as
L-α-phosphatidylcholine (lecithin), a natural two-tailed lipid
with an average tail length of 17 carbons and an unsaturation
in one of the tails. In the figure, lecithin is shown with a
blue head (hydrophilic) and two red tails (hydrophobic).
Note the structure of the bilayer in normal vesicles: here,
the hydrophobic tails are in the interior of the bilayer so
that they are shielded from water. To form reverse vesicles,
we combine lecithin with a short-chain phospholipid,
1,2-dibutyroyl-sn-glycero-3 phosphocholine (C4-lecithin)
– a lipid with two four-carbon saturated tails. When added

FIGURE 1: Molecular
structures of lecithin and
C4-lecithin, and schematics
of their assemblies. Lecithin
alone when added to water
forms normal vesicles, which
are illustrated schematically
on the left. The present study
shows that mixtures of lecithin
and C4-lecithin added into
oil form reverse vesicles, as
depicted on the right.
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to an oil (cyclohexane) at a high molar ratio R0 of C4-lecithin to
lecithin, the lipids assembled into reverse vesicles. Note that the
reverse vesicles have an oil core, and their shell is a reverse bilayer
in which the hydrophobic portions of the lipids are exposed to
the oil both in the core and in the exterior.

FIGURE 2: Photograph of sample vial and TEM micrograph of structures
present in a C4-lecithin + lecithin sample at R0 = 2.6 (total lipids = 20
mmol/L, [NaCl] = 3.5 mmol/L).

Evidence for the presence of reverse vesicles in the mixed lipid
solutions was obtained by a combination of dynamic light
scattering (DLS), small-angle-neutron scattering (SANS)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [3]. The reverse
vesicle sample (R0 = 2.6) has a clear, bluish tinge, as seen from
the photograph in Fig. 2. The bluish color is a manifestation of
the Tyndall effect, i.e., it is due to large scatterers in solution,
and is a general feature of vesicles in water as well. DLS gives a
hydrodynamic radius of 130 nm for the structures in the sample.
Fig. 2 shows a TEM micrograph of the sample: here ammonium
molybdate was added as a positive stain that would bind with
the headgroups of lipids and thus clearly reveal the bilayers. The

TEM image shows a number of spherical structures with distinct
shells, much like micrographs of normal vesicles. The diameters
of these structures range from ≈ 300 nm to 1 μm. While these
structures are larger than those expected from DLS, we believe
this disagreement is due to the collapse or fusion of the reverse
vesicles as the solvent is evaporated from the TEM grid.
To further elucidate the structure, we chose SANS, which was
conducted on the NG-3 beamline at the NCNR [3]. Samples
were made in deuterated cyclohexane to achieve the needed
contrast between scatterers and solvent. SANS spectra (intensity
I vs wave vector q) for 20 mmol/L lipid solutions are shown in
Fig. 3 at varying R0. The data for R0 = 0 and R0 = 0.5 are both
asymptotic to a plateau at low q and essentially correspond to
micelles. In contrast, there is no plateau at R0 = 2.6, with the
data showing a q–2 decay of the intensity at low q. Such decay
is a signature of scattering from vesicles. The SANS data thus
indicate a transition from reverse micelles to reverse vesicles with
increasing R0. We modeled the SANS data using appropriate
form factors and the fits are shown as solid curves through the
data. For lecithin in cyclohexane (R0 = 0), the reverse micelles
are ellipsoids with radii of 2.2 nm and 3.0 nm, respectively, for
their minor and major axes. Upon the addition of small amounts
of C4-lecithin, the micelles grow axially, and for R0 = 0.5, they
can be modeled as rigid cylinders (radius of 2.2 nm and length
of 19.8 nm). For R0 = 2.6, the data are fit to the polydisperse
unilamellar vesicle model. An average reverse vesicle diameter
of 234 nm is obtained, along with a bilayer thickness of 3.7 nm,
and a polydispersity of 0.22. In sum, the SANS data confirm
the evolution of self-assembled reverse structures from nearly
spherical micelles to cylindrical micelles to vesicles with
increasing molar ratio of C4-lecithin to lecithin.

Why does the addition of C4-lecithin induce the formation of
reverse vesicles? It is known that the shape of self-assembled
structures formed by amphiphiles is governed by their geometry
[4]. This connection is usually expressed in terms of the
critical packing parameter p = atail/ahg, where atail and ahg are the
cross-sectional areas of the amphiphile’s tail and headgroup,
respectively. In the case of organic solvents, the formation of
reverse micelles requires a packing parameter p much larger than
1, and spherical reverse micelles correspond to an inverse cone
shape. For these spheres to transform into cylinders or vesicles,
the packing parameter p has to decrease. We believe that such a
decrease is caused by the binding of C4-lecithin to the lecithin
headgroups. That is, since C4-lecithin has the same headgroup as
lecithin but much shorter tails, it increases the headgroup area ahg,
while the overall tail area remains about the same. The net effect
is to decrease p, and at high values of R0, the effective geometry is
altered to a cylinder shape (p ≈ 1), thus leading to reverse vesicles.
Thus, our results can be placed within a general framework (or
rules of thumb) for tuning reverse aggregate geometry.
One aspect that we have not discussed thus far is that, in
addition to the two lipids, we must also add a trace amount of
salt (e.g., NaCl) to ensure the stability of the reverse vesicles.
Otherwise, the reverse vesicles become unstable and phaseseparate. However, in the presence of a few mmol/L of salt, the
reverse vesicles are very stable and robust, retaining their size and
structure over a period of many months. Why is salt necessary?
We believe that the salt ions (e.g., Na+ and Cl–) bind with the
negative and positive charges on the lipid headgroups through
short-range electrostatic interactions and thereby serve as a “glue”
between the lipids [3].
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a new approach for creating
reverse unilamellar vesicles in oils – it involves mixing short and
long-chain lecithins along with a small amount of a salt such
as NaCl. The components involved are commercially available
and the reverse vesicles thus formed are stable and robust.
Future experiments will examine the ability of reverse vesicles to
encapsulate solutes in their interior. We hope that our approach
will stimulate new interest into this fascinating class of selfassembled structures.
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FIGURE 3: SANS spectra from lipid mixtures in deuterated cyclohexane for
different C4-lecithin:lecithin molar ratios R0. The samples contain 20 mmol/L
total lipid and 3.5 mmol/L NaCl.
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Dispersions of Carbon Nanotubes in Polymers: Hierarchical
Structure and Viscoelastic Properties
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N

anoparticles demonstrate a number of advantages
over traditional inorganic fillers used in the polymer
industry as a result of their huge surface area per mass
and often very high aspect ratio. In particular, dramatic
improvements in tensile strength and, electrical and thermal
conductivity have been observed at much lower mass fraction
than traditional inorganic fillers. Understanding the origins
of these structural improvements and associated rheological
phenomena is important for optimizing the properties of
polymer nanocomposites and their processing.
At relatively high concentrations, dispersed nanoparticles
form superstructures and networks which can dominate the
mechanical and rheological properties of the nanocomposites
in a way that is only weakly dependent on the nature of the
nanoparticles or of the polymer matrix [1, 2]. Specifically,
semi-dilute dispersions of spherical silica nanoparticles, fractal
carbon black, rod-like nanotubes, and disk-like layeredsilicates show remarkable similarity in their rheological
properties. These dispersions have a concentration of
nanoparticles (p) significantly larger than the percolation
threshold or jamming transition (pc). Such dispersions in
oligomeric or low molecular weight polymers demonstrate
linear viscoelastic properties that are time-temperaturecomposition superposable and are gel-like.

The low-frequency modulus of these dispersions displays
a concentration scaling ~ (p – pc)δ, which corresponds to
the network properties, independent of the chemical and
topological identity of the primary nanoparticles. Using
small and ultrasmall angle neutron scattering (SANS
and USANS respectively), and focusing on the nature of
the network structure formed by dispersed single walled
carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) in a polymer matrix, we have
identified the relationship between the network structure
and rheological properties of such dispersions [1], which we
briefly describe in this highlight.
Dispersions of SWNTs in three matrices, namely the epoxy
resin matrices bisphenol A (BA), bisphenol F (BF) and the
higher molecular mass poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), were

examined. The viscosities for these matrices are comparable and
range from 0.7 Pa s to 2.2 Pa s. The concentrations of SWNTs
in each of the dispersions were chosen to ensure correspondence
with the semi-dilute region (2 ≤ p/pc ≤ 15), a range of practical
importance as well as largely unexplored in terms of structure.
The sample preparation, dispersion state, and linear rheological
behavior of some of these systems have been discussed elsewhere
[1, 3].
On the basis of previous studies on other nanoparticulate
polymer systems, we hypothesize that on a macroscopic length
scale a matrix-spanning network, consisting of aggregated clusters
(flocs) of dispersed SWNTs, is established. The scattering is
dominated by the large flocs, characterized by the cluster/floc
size (R). Inside the floc, individual or small bundles of tubes
(depending on the dispersion state) overlap and the average
distance between two adjacent contacts is the network mesh size
(ζ). A schematic diagram of this hierarchical structure is presented
in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1: A schematic diagram of the hierarchical network structure
showing two different length scales; we note that there can be quite a range
of mesh sizes, ζ, and floc sizes, R.

The combination of SANS and USANS offers a broad range of
scattering vector, q, ideal for the investigation of the hierarchy
of length scales that are expected from dispersed SWNTs at
concentrations in excess of the percolation threshold. The neutron
scattering measurements were performed using the USANS
instrument at BT-5 and the SANS diffractometer at NG-7
at the NCNR. The scattered intensity, when scaled by p(1-p)
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(expected for disordered systems), superpose to form a master
curve (Fig. 2), indicating the conservation of the structure over
the concentration and length scales (~ q-1) examined. Scattering
from a hierarchical fractal can be described by a unified equation with
multiple structural levels [4].

In this description, Rg,1 gives a measure of the floc size R, and Rg,2
gives the mesh size ζ. G1 gives a rough measure of floc number. The
exponent y1 corresponds to the average mass fractal dimension df of
the floc, and y2 to the fractal dimension dmesh of the nanotube bundles.

FIGURE 2: Concentration-effect corrected scattering data lead to a master
curve indicating a hierarchical network structure over a wide range of
length scales. The lines show slopes in two regions.

The df of the SWNTs network is found to be a function of the
surrounding matrix. Matrices with a higher value of pc exhibit a
higher value of df and consequently denser aggregation within
the flocs. The other relevant length scale of the network, the
mesh size (ζ) shows a dependence on nanotube loading (Fig. 3).
Increased loading corresponds to decreased ζ and exhibits a power
-α
law (ζ ~ p ) dependence with α values ranging between 0.3
(±0.03) and 0.4 (±0.05) for the systems studied here. These weak
crowding values of α are consistent with diffusion-limited cluster
formation [5].
Interestingly, the average floc size R is found to be ≈ 4 µm and
almost independent of the surrounding matrix and particle
concentration. The mesh fractal dimension, dmesh, is found to
be ≈ 2.8 ± 0.1 for all matrices, consistent with the formation of
nanotube bundles as the basic unit of the SWNT network within
the flocs.

FIGURE 3: Concentration dependence of the network mesh size (ζ) and G1
in different matrices. The scaling of ζ is consistent with diffusion limited
floc formation while the nearly linear dependence of G1, roughly measuring
floc number, suggests that the network primarily grows through new floc
formation. Error bars are ±1 standard deviation.

These structural results help in understanding the viscoelastic
properties of these materials. The network elastic strength might
be expected to be proportional to the number of stress-bearing
junctions between nanotube bundles. But the high values of
concentration scaling of the modulus observed for the three
nanocomposite series (scaling exponents δ of 3.8 ± 0.3, 2.5 ± 0.2
and 2.5 ± 0.4 for PEO, BA and BF systems, respectively) are
not easily reconciled in the context of the composition-invariant
floc size and the weak crowding of the mesh within a floc. On
the other hand, G1 demonstrates a nearly linear dependence
with nanotube concentration (~ p1.1±0.1). Since for a 3D isotropic
system the number of inter-floc contacts can be estimated to go
as (~ p1.1±0.1)3, we suggest instead that the interactions between
flocs (either directly or mediated by polymer), control the scaling
dependence δ of the elastic strength of the network.
This study shows [6] that elastic properties in a variety of
polymer nanocomposites may be primarily controlled by interfloc interactions. The specific network elastic strength can
thus be used as a quantitative tool to understand and compare
nanoparticle dispersion in different matrices irrespective of the
matrix, chemical and topological identity of the nanoparticle, and
nanoparticle loading.
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Curved Neutron Guides: Phase Space Tailoring
J. C. Cook1 and D. F. R. Mildner1
Advances in Measurement

S

pectrometers that demand high Q-resolution or have long
guide-free pre-sample drift paths, such as SANS or NSE

instruments, require low divergence beams. To date at the NCNR,

unless a beam entering at the inner surface just reaches the inner

surface again upon exiting, which happens when θc ≥ √(2W/ρ) = ψc, the

“characteristic angle”. The minimum wavelength, λc, for which this is

cold neutron beams have been delivered to these instruments

possible occurs when λc = ψc /κout, where κout is the critical angle per unit

optical filter – a guide arrangement with one or more kinks that

trajectory with respect to the guide axis at a transverse position x, the

either by straight guides with a cooled crystal filter, or by a neutron
excludes direct lines of sight between the source and the instrument.
The crystal filter is typically a liquid nitrogen-cooled, Be/Bi

combination, with the Bi required because of the gamma sensitivity

wavelength of the outer surface coating. If ψ(x) denotes the angle of a

angular limits of neutrons transmitted though the curved guide for λ >
λc are described by the parabolas

where θc in = κinλ. From this equation and the definition of λc, it can be

of area detectors. The main disadvantages of the crystal filter are

shown that when θc in < θc out, the divergence at the inner radius of the

about 4 Å, the filter materials attenuate the useful λ > 4 Å neutrons,

exceeding

that the minimum transmitted wavelength is set by the Be cutoff at

the guide break for the filter cryostat generates additional losses, and
the system is non-passive. Some of these problems are overcome

using an optical filter; however, the transmission only tends to that
of an unfiltered straight guide ideally in the long wavelength limit,
and spatial-angular asymmetries in the beam may be present. We

curved guide exit, |ψ(x = -W/2)|, “saturates” at θc in for all wavelengths
at the outer radius (see dashed curve in Fig.

is never achieved because |ψ(x = -W/2)| is always less than θc in; see solid
parabola in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1: The
acceptance diagram
(transverse position
x vs trajectory angle
ψ) of a curved/
straight guide
system that is
constrained by
θc in = θc str.

the guide transmission can ideally match that of an unfiltered

straight guide of equivalent length with equivalent beam divergence
for an extended wavelength range (often the entire operating range
of the instrument) [1].

Consider first a two-dimensional unfiltered straight guide of length

and increases parabolically to

1). Note that for θc in ≥ θc out (i.e., λʹ→∞), or for λc ≤ λ < λʹ this saturation

have developed a simple “phase-space tailoring” alternative whereby

L, width W, and side coating critical angle θc, delivering a beam to

In conclusion, the idealized transmission of the curved-straight

idealized perfect reflectivity and guide entrance illumination, the

spatial-angular distribution is uniform, and the divergence is limited

uniform in angle between the limits ±θc, with unit transmission for

are satisfied: (i) Lc ≥ √(8Wρ), (ii) κout > κin , (iii) Lstr ≥ W/κstrλmin , and

with θc(λ) ≈ κλ where κ is a reflective coating-dependent constant.

acceptance is then represented by the solid green shaded region in Fig. 1.

excessive fast neutron and gamma transmission usually prohibits

by the cross-hatching.

an instrument whose minimum operating wavelength is λmin. For

emerging beam intensity is uniform across the guide width and

the entire instrument wavelength range, provided that L ≥ W/κλmin,

combination is 100 % (that of the unfiltered straight guide), the

between ±θc str for all λ > λmin when the following four conditions

(iv) λmin ≥ (1/κin)√(2W/ρ)/√((κout/κin )2-1). The combination guide

This situation would be ideal for the instrument except that

The unwanted, divergent part rejected by the straight guide is represented

the use of an unfiltered straight guide. We propose, therefore,

Example: A SANS guide requires a 5 cm wide beam with a divergence

to precede the straight guide (whose critical angle is henceforth

denoted by θc str = κstrλ) with a circular-arc curved guide of radius

ρ, width W, length Lc, and inner- and outer-curve surface coating
critical angles, θc in and θc out respectively. The curved guide must

function so as to (a) remove beam contaminants and (b) uniformly

defined by the critical angle of natural Ni (κin = κstr = 1.73×10-3 radians
Å-1) for all wavelengths greater than λmin = 4 Å. Spatial constraints

impose a minimum curved guide radius of 1500 m. Conditions (i) to (iv)
then lead to Lc ≥ 24.5 m, κout/κin = 1.55 (i.e., θc out is 55 % greater than that

of natural Ni), and Lstr ≥ 7.23 m (minimum total guide length is 31.7 m).

illuminate the straight guide within the required limits ±θc str for

This is technically feasible.

achieved by eliminating lines of sight within the curved section,
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A Novel Optical Technique for Rapid Detection of Neutrons
A.K.Thompson1, M.A. Coplan2,3, J.W. Cooper3, P.P. Hughes1, R.E. Vest2,
and C. Clark2,3,4

A

lmost every instrument at the NCNR and other neutron scattering
facilities depends on He proportional tube detectors because of
3

their high efficiency, good background rejection, and reliability. New

their number per reacted neutron should be constant, independent of

He pressure. Instead, the data fall on a curve. We take this as strong

3

evidence that Lyα photons are produced in atomic interactions with

research results [1] may lead to a new detector for thermal and cold

“spectator” 3He atoms occurring after the primary nuclear reaction.

based on the same fundamental nuclear reaction as He proportional

we observe comes from excitation of neutral atoms of H and T after they

neutrons: the Lyman Alpha Neutron Detector (LAND). This detector,
3

tubes, measures ultraviolet light of 122 nm wavelength produced by the

reaction instead of amplifying and collecting charge. This new technique
may be able to circumvent limitations of 3He proportional tubes while
preserving their advantages over other techniques.

Preliminary theoretical calculations suggest that most of the radiation

have been slowed to below 1 keV. At 93 kPa (700 Torr), 46 photons are

produced for every neutron reacting with 3He. This high yield of photons

is the main result of this investigation.

The fundamental nuclear reaction that is the basis of the LAND is n

+ 3He → t + p, where n is a thermal or cold neutron, 3He is the nucleus

of an isotope of helium, and t and p are a tritium nucleus and a proton,
respectively. The reaction releases 763 keV of energy that is shared

between t and p. The velocities of the 3He atomic electrons and the

outgoing t have similar magnitude, which makes it possible to have a
reaction product that is a tritium atom (T) instead of a bare tritium

nucleus. This tritium atom is likely to be formed in an excited state that
quickly decays to its ground state, emitting one or more photons in the

process. The decay from the first excited state of hydrogen to the ground
state emits a characteristic photon at 121.6 nm, the “Lyman Alpha

Line” (Lyα). Because the energy needed to produce Lyα light is 10.2 eV,

FIGURE 1: Lyman alpha photon yield per reacted neutron as a function
of 3He pressure. The inset states the nuclear reaction and the cartoon
indicates photon production and the experimental setup.

thousands of photons.

One way in which the LAND can improve upon current technology is

there is enough energy available between the t and p to produce tens of
The experimental apparatus (inset, Fig. 1) consisted of a gas cell with a

neutron-transparent window, a gas-handling system to allow evacuating
and filling the cell with 3He, 4He, or a mixture of the two, and a high-

efficiency Lyα sensitive photodetector (a Hamamatsu R6835 “solar-blind”
photomultiplier, which detects light only between 120 nm and 180 nm).
The detector was installed on the 4.96 Å NG-6M neutron beam line.
We measured photon detection rates with the gas cell evacuated, at

various pressures of 4He, and at various pressures of 3He. The 4He has

essentially no interaction with neutrons, and provides a check that we

were not seeing signals produced by beam-related non-neutron radiation.
A series of measurements both with and without a narrow band-pass
filter demonstrated that the signal was within the filter bandwidth

(8.7 nm bandwidth at 119.2 nm), and thus almost certainly Lyα light.
Figure 1 shows the Lyα photon yield per reacted neutron. If the

in significantly reducing the time signal per detection event. Observed
pulses were in the nanosecond range, compared to microseconds for
typical 3He proportional tubes. Moreover, charge collection along a

high-voltage anode wire requires a cylindrical geometry that has variable
efficiency. The LAND would not be constrained to this geometry.
In sum, carefully calibrated experiments on a new type of neutron

detector, LAND, using a 3He gas detector near atmospheric pressure,

showed that tens of Lyα photons were generated per neutron absorbed.

In recognition of its promise for a transformational approach to neutron

detection, this result has garnered a 2008 R&D 100 award for LAND as
one of the most significant technologies developed during the previous
year.
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Visualizing Nanoscale Magnetism in 3D with Polarized SANS
K. Krycka, J.A. Borchers, W.C. Chen, S. M. Watson, M. Laver, T. Gentile,
B. Maranville;1 C. Hogg, R. Booth, S. Majetich;2 Y. Ijiri, C. Conlon;3 J. Rhyne4
Advances in Measurement

U

nderstanding how long-range magnetic correlations between
nanoparticles form and evolve as a function of temperature,
shape anisotropy, and near-neighbor particle proximity takes on
heightened importance as technology increasingly utilizes nanoscale
magnetism. For example, novel hyperthermia cancer treatment
depends critically on the ability of magnetic nanoparticles to couple
strongly for localized, high heat output. At the other extreme as
densities of ≈ TByte/cm2 (TByte/in2) are approached, magnetic
interparticle cross-talk in hard disk nanopatterned media must be
minimized to avoid unintentional bit reversal during reading and
writing. Both examples motivate the development of techniques
for three dimensional (3D) profiling of these magnetic nanoparticle
assemblies and this is where polarized small angle neutron scattering
(SANS) excels.

FIGURE 1: Magnetic and nuclear separation in a remanent magnetic
field. The left inset is an asymmetric spin-flip scattering SANS pattern.
The right inset shows nuclear scattering at larger Q. In the main plot
nuclear scattering (black) is distinct from magnetic scattering (red
and green: perpendicular to neutron polarization, blue: parallel).

Selecting the neutron polarization before small angle scattering from
a sample and analyzing it after allows us to distinguish between
non-spin flip scattering (involving nuclei and magnetic moments
parallel to the neutron spin) and spin-flip scattering (magnetic
moments perpendicular to the neutron spin). We can use these
measurements to extract the magnetism and separate it into its
average 3D components. This is important in systems where the
nuclear scattering dominates the magnetic signal or when magnetic
saturation cannot be achieved and used as a background [1].
The key to performing polarization analysis on a divergent scattered
beam is to use a 3He spin polarized filter. These are excellent neutron

spin polarizers/analyzers because of their high absorption asymmetry
for parallel and anti-parallel neutron spins, and they can be reversed

Our samples consist of ferromagnetic, monodispersed, magnetite
nanoparticles 7 nm in diameter that exhibit strong magnetic coupling with
an average edge-to-edge separation of 2.5 nm [4]. The nanoparticles form
a powder of hexagonal close packed thin (several monolayer) crystallites on
the order of a micrometer in the plane. A range of magnetic behaviors is
experimentally accessible because the maximum temperature at which bulk
ferromagnetism is observed (the blocking temperature) is well below room
temperature.

To test our algorithm, we collected data at 50 K in a remanent magnetic
field (2.5 mT to 3.0 mT) where the magnetic scattering should be nearly
homogenous along the directions perpendicular (Y and Z) and parallel (X)
to the neutron polarization. As shown in Fig. 1, the polarization-corrected
data indeed exhibits this pattern. Even though the magnetic scattering is
much smaller than the nuclear scattering, it can be fully resolved into its
vectorial components (which happen in this case to be nearly the same).
Utilizing this technique, we studied the dependence of the magnetic
correlation length on temperature from 50 K to 300 K. While the
average structural separation remained constant, the long-range magnetic
correlations showed marked decrease well past their ferromagnetic
blocking temperature at 65 K. Quantitative analysis similar to Ref. 5
reveals that the magnetic domains ranged from 100 nm at 50 K
(≈ 10 nanoparticles) to 10 nm (≈ 1 nanoparticle) at 300 K.
In conclusion we have shown that 3He spin filters with the appropriate
time-dependent polarization correction can be used to perform full
polarization analysis and subsequent 3D profiling of magnetic systems.
We envision a suite of neutron magnetic techniques useful for investigating
a variety of 3D systems such as biotagged magnetic sensors, in situ
magnetically-manipulated bioprobes, controlled viscosity magnetic gels,
self-assembled magnetic templates, and patterned thin-film magnetic
media.
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with negligible loss [2]. Their polarizing efficiency, however, decays with a
lifetime of 150 h to 200 h in our SANS set-up. Based on the formalism of
Ref. 3, we have implemented an algorithm to extract all four polarizationcorrected spin scattering cross-sections by explicitly including the 3He time
dependence.

Neutron Phase Imaging with Talbot Optics
D.S. Hussey1, S-W. Lee2, D.L. Jacobson1, and M. Arif1

N

eutron phase imaging can be potentially 10 to 100 times more
sensitive than traditional neutron radiography, see Fig. 1a,b.

However, it has seen limited application because the quasi‑coherence

the self-image phase-shift can be measured by placing an absorbing

analyzer grating at the Talbot distance, and then scanning the source

grating through one period. The analyzer grating is composed of lines

intensity by about 10 , which prevents realizing the improved sensitivity.

of Gd that are 3 µm thick and 2 µm wide periodically spaced by 4 µm.
The gratings were fabricated using the NIST Nanofabrication facility,

with only a factor of two loss in intensity, which makes neutron phase

Interferometer and Optics Facility.

required of the propagation technique reduces the incident neutron
4

By making use of the Talbot effect it is possible to form phase images
imaging feasible.

and installed in a prototype phase imaging facility in the NG7 Neutron

To obtain a neutron phase image with Talbot optics, a set of neutron

images is acquired as the source grating is stepped through one period,
analogous to a traditional neutron interferogram. Making a pixel-

by-pixel comparison of the mean, amplitude, and phase shift of the

interference patterns of the object to the open beam, one obtains the
transmission image, the dark‑field image, and the phase gradient

image, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. The neutron phase image can be
obtained by integrating the phase gradient image along the dimension
perpendicular to the phase grating lines.

FIGURE 1: Comparison of the transmission image (a) to the neutron phase
gradient image (b) of a U.S. quarter. The features of the quarter are not
resolved in the transmission due to insufficient contrast. However, the
eagle is clearly visible in the neutron phase gradient image. The setup is
shown schematically in (c).

The Talbot effect is that a coherently illuminated phase grating produces

a self-image at a specific downstream distance called the Talbot distance.
Placing an object to be imaged in front of this phase grating (Fig. 1c)
results in a phase shift of the self-image that is linearly related to the
neutron phase gradient produced in the object. The neutron beam

must be coherent only along the direction parallel to the phase grating
but perpendicular to the grating lines. In our case the beam is formed
with a source grating (G0) (≈ 10 µm thick Gd lines with a ≈ 0.8 mm

period, 60 % duty cycle) which reduces the incident neutron intensity
by 60 %. The phase grating is composed of lines of Si that are 30 µm
thick and 4 µm wide periodically spaced by 8 µm. The period of the

self‑image is smaller than current neutron detector resolution. However,

FIGURE 2: Talbot optics measurement. (a) A sapphire wedge and
single crystal aluminum cylinder are a simple model system. (b) The raw
image with the source grating (G0) stepped to the 4th position. (c) The
interference pattern of points A, B, and C labeled in (b). (d) The neutron
phase gradient image, and a plot of the average gradient and the expected
phase gradient for the wedge and cylinder. (e) The transmission radiograph.
(f) The dark‑field image, which clearly shows the rough edges of the
aluminum cylinder.

With the potentially greater sensitivity than radiography it may be
possible to study residual stress in materials through the change in

number density. Since the dark‑field image is affected by the porosity
of the material, Talbot optics would facilitate tomography of porous
materials such as metal foams.
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Neutron Imaging Straw Detectors: Getting the Efficiency Right
R.G. Downing1, L.R. Cao1, J.L. Lacy2
Advances in Measurement

S

traw detectors are a new concept in position sensitive neutron
detectors recently developed by Proportional Technologies,
Inc. [1]. The detectors are especially valuable in large-area imaging
applications and scattering instruments [2] and are being installed
at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. The atomic thickness of boron carbide deposits on the
individual tubes is critical to the efficiency of the overall detector.
Neutron Depth Profiling (NDP) [3], a nondestructive metrological
technique, has played a critical role in optimizing the performance
of these novel high resolution neutron systems.

Neutrons are not easily detected with high resolution and good
efficiency. Consequently high-quality neutron detectors remain a
challenge to manufacture. A few nuclides such as 3He, 10B and 6Li
are commonly used to convert impinging neutrons into an electrical
pulse for electronic post-processing. The two most commonly
used neutron position sensitive detectors are the 3He proportional
counter and the ZnS/6LiF scintillator. The first has, perhaps, the
highest detection efficiency, but is costly to make and the spatial
resolution is relatively poor. The latter has better spatial resolution,
but suffers as an optimal solution since the afterglow in a scintillator
can last for up to 10 μs, making it unsuitable for any high count
event application [4].

The neutron-active surface of a straw detector is sputter-coated with
enriched boron carbide (10B4C). In operation, two highly energetic
charged particles are generated by neutron capture within the deposited
width. One of those two particles must escape the deposit and ionize gas
within the hollow straw to generate a signal pulse. The signal is read out
via the suspended wire running through the center of the straw. Many
straws are close-packed into a 2D array to form a large area neutron
position-sensitive detector (Fig. 1a).
The 10B atomic density of 10B4C coating applied to the straw strongly
influences detector efficiency and overall performance. The 10B4C
coating must be sufficiently thin to permit efficient escape of one or the
other reaction product emitted upon each neutron reaction with a 10B

atom. Otherwise, the event is lost in self absorption. Furthermore, if
the film is too thick, remaining neutrons cannot continue along their
trajectories to the next straw, leading to further inefficiency. Obviously,
the accurate determination of 10B depth distribution (stoichiometry) and
total mass – not linear thickness - of this thin (0.1 μm) lining is critical
in the manufacture of straw elements. The required metrology is readily
achieved using NDP.
Sample coupons were selected representing material along the length
and width of the 10B4C deposition chamber. NDP spectra were then

determined from each sample; three spectra are overlaid and presented
in Fig. 1b illustrating the variations in the atomic thickness of B found.
NDP results revealed that the masks used in applying the film yielded
a smoothly varying thickness in coating across the chamber, see Fig. 1c.
Using the metrology provided by NDP, a practical and reliable approach
to compensate the deposition mask was provided as determined in
subsequent production runs.
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FIGURE 1: (a) Illustration of a 3D stack of straw detectors. The balloon
shows the neutron-10B reaction. (b) An overlay of three NDP spectra
for samples deposited with different masses of 10B4C. Only the
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the boron carbide thickness versus position in the deposition chamber
as determined by NDP in the first production lots.
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